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AUTHOR'S PREFACE

T^HE interest aroused in the whole subject

of Colour-Music seems to have become

so widespread, and I have received so many

inquiries with regard to it, that a short

volume giving a brief description of the

present position of the new art, and replying

to some of the questions that are frequently

asked about it, may perhaps not be unwelcome.

Hitherto it has hardly seemed advisable to

publish a book upon the subject, because fresh

experimental work and frequent modifications

of the instruments used in the production of

Colour-Music have carried the art further and

further into the field of the untried, but some

statement of what has been and is being done

should perhaps not be further delayed.

In writing these pages I have felt myself to

be addressing two classes of readers, namely,

those who know something of the art of
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Mobile Colour, its past history, its hopes and

its aims ; and others who have never even

heard of the subject. To the former, includ-

ing, as it does, many of those who have

followed and assisted in the experimental work

carried out by me for a good many years past,

I would take this opportunity of expressing my
thanks for the keen interest they have shown

in it, and the many excellent suggestions 1

have received from them ; and, from the latter,

I would ask for as open-minded a consideration

of the subject as they can give me, more

especially in view of the difficulty of placing it

before them without being able, at the same

time, to give practical demonstration of some

of the points dealt with.

Upon a subject so new misconceptions are

sure to arise again and again ; but in the pre-

sent statement of the case for Colour-Music, I

have used my best endeavours to guard against

them, and, discarding much more that might

have been said from the artistic and technical

standpoint, to write as clearly and simply as

possible. I make no claim to absolute origin-

ality of conception with regard to the whole
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matter. Since I first took up the question of

the need for, and possibility of, such an art as

Colour-Music, it has come to my knowledge

that even from very early times—perhaps

prior to the Christian era—the possibility has

been alluded to by various writers, and, in the

sixteenth century, it took somewhat more

tangible form in the mind of a Jesuit, Lewis

Bertrand Castel. It was also referred to in

an eloquent passage by the late Mr. R. H.

Haweis, which I have quoted, with regretful

memory of the author, in the Appendix, Mr.

Haweis having afterwards become one of the

warmest supporters of the forms given to the

new art.

Starting from my original belief in the

need for and the importance of such an art,

which, when 1 first conceived of it, I sup-

posed to have been hitherto unthought of,

my personal part has been to devise instru-

ments for bringing it into practical being and

to develop, through a long series of experi-

ments, some of the principles upon which

Colour-Music compositions can be produced.

This has demanded the expenditure of much
vii
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time and thought upon the construction and

reconstruction of successive instruments and

experimental apparatus, and I have been

tempted further and further in the direction of

fresh modifications and improvements which

have necessarily meant long delays. It took

centuries to evolve an instrument like the

pianoforte, and therefore no excuse need be

made for the amount of time which it has

required to produce the Colour-Organ and its

allied instruments. Others will, I hope, in

their turn, improve the forms and powers of

these, and build upon the foundations I have

laid. The development of Colour-Music is

not a commercial undertaking, and I have no

wish to exclude rivals, but rather to welcome

them.

1 should wish to express my indebtedness

for valuable advice and assistance—or personal

interest in the experimental work—received

from the late Sir George Grove, Sir Wyke

Bayliss, Capt. W. B. Marling, Mr. W. Basil

Wilberforce, Mr. De Vere Barrow, Sir

Hubert von Herkomer, and Professor

Gregory, amongst many others; also to
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Professor Silvanus Thompson and Dr. W,
Brown, who have made suggestions as to the

chapters of this book, dealing respectively with

the physical and psychological aspects of the

subject. The notes contributed by the latter

and by Sir Hubert von Herkomer will, I am

sure, be read with special interest.

Whatever may be the divergencies of

opinion as to how far the analogies be-

tween colour and sound extend, one thing

at least is certain, namely, that Colour-Music

opens up a new world of beauty and interest

as yet, to a great extent, unexplored.

A. W. R.

A 2 IX



INTRODUCTORY NOTE
BY

SIR HUBERT VON HERKOMER, r.a., m.v.o.

'TpHE analogy of music to colour has occu-

pied many minds, but, so far as I know,

no attempt has been made before to bring

it within the scope of physical demonstration

;

therein lies the great value of Mr. Wallace

Rimington's pioneer work in this fascinating

field of thought. Although he calls his chief

instrument, for the present, a " Colour-Organ,"

he does not propose to prove by means of it

that certain waves of light have their exact

parallel in certain waves of sound. He uses

the musical keyboard merely as a convenience,

and has, for the same purpose, split up the

spectrum-band in accordance with the musical

octave, but he does not necessarily base his

general contentions upon any such division.

One of the instruments with a musical key-

board, which the author has designed, and by
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means of which he projects his colour on to

a screen, can be either mute, or made to

produce musical sounds simultaneously with

the colour.

It has been denied by some that colour

suggests musical sounds, and that musical

sounds suggest colour. But it is safe to say

that a psychological affinity is felt by artists

and musicians between sound and colour,

hence the use of common terms of expression

between them. The painter speaks of a note

in a painting, and a musician of a tone picture.

Amongst other claims put forward by

the author is that of providing a new

source of pleasure—a new art appealing to

the mind and the senses—by means of colour

alone, without form. But I see something

besides all this in it—I see in it something

"medicinal" for the painter, a " tonic " for the

colour-sense of the artist, a suggester, a cor-

rector, and a purifier.

Most painters in their career pass through

several colour phases in their work that are

difficult to account for. If there is such a

thing as habits of thought (and we know there

xi
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is), one may declare that there is such a thing

as habits of colour in the painter. These

habits of colouring will enable the spectator

to spot a certain painter's work at a glance, and

I cannot see that a painter's work can keep

fresh and vigorous if he plays on one " note
"

of colour throughout his life.

Let me here say that the colour-sense is by

far the most sensitive and delicate of all the

faculties that go to the making of the artist's

brain. The sense oi form is far more robust

and can bear severe handling. For instance,

a painter can, by pegging away from a model,

get his drawing right in the end, that faculty

having something physical in it. Not so with

colour ; no pegging away can make colour

good in a picture. Hence the painter sur-

rounds himself with all manner of richly

coloured rugs and hangings, in order to

stimulate his sense of colour. I can, there-

fore, see clearly that an invaluable tonic could

be given to the painter's colour-sense by means

of Mr. Rimington's instrument for the pro-

duction of mobile colour, even without neces-

sarily laying stress on the affinity to music.

xii
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To sit at this instrument and improvise for

half an hour whilst watching the ever-varying

combinations of colour on the screen pro-

duced by the playing is not only an unspeak-

able delight, but of real health-giving effect

on the sense of colour. How much more

valuable as a stimulant is mobile colour than

the fixed colours of a rug, which the eye gets

accustomed to, and which thereby act no longer

as a tonic.

Perhaps the author has in some measure

overstated his case; but much allowance must

be made for the enthusiasm of the pioneer.

It may be questioned, for example, whether

the contemplation of formless colour will call

forth such great pleasure in the majority of

people as the author believes ; whether the

close analogy of colour to music will hold

good in as many respects as he also claims.

In fact, many questions of doubt may arise in

the reader's mind. But there is so much in

the author's experiments, opening out such

vistas of possibilities, that the whole matter

should be carefully investigated before judg-

ment is given. Without holding a brief for
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the author, I, for one, believe in the poten-

tialities of his new departure.

An introduction such as this must neces-

sarily be short, therefore I cannot enter into

the thousand and one ramifications that sur-

round this fascinating subject. But to sum

up briefly, Mr. Rimington's mobile colour

system seems to me a method to enable one

to see sound and hear colour.

BusHEY, Herts,

July, 191 1.

XIV



NOTE
UPON THE PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF

COLOUR-MUSIC

By dr. W. brown

/CONSIDERED from the points of view

of the psycho-physics and psychology of

visual and auditory sensations, a colour-music

art seems full of promise. The analogies

existing between these two realms of experi-

ence are numerous and, in many cases, very

close—probably even closer than the majority

of psychologists have hitherto been ready to

admit. Too much stress should not be laid

on the discrepancies between the quantitative

stimulus-relations in the two cases, since the

question is primarily a psychological one, and

such discrepancies are not sufficiently pro-

nounced to detract from the significance of

analogies arrived at on purely psychological

evidence. The emotional influences of colour,

as those of sound, are obvious and beyond
XV
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dispute, and the scheme of introducing rhythm

—i.e. the time relation—into colour combina-

tions opens up an entirely new field of investi-

gation which psychologists will not be slow in

exploring. Whatever the future of colour-

music may be on the plane of aesthetic pro-

duction and appreciation—and it seems to be

exceedingly hopeful—the theory cannot fail to

be of the greatest importance and productive-

ness for future research in the domain of the

psychology of colour.

King's Coll., Lond.,

July, 191 1.
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CHAPTER I

A MOBILE COLOUR ART

T TITHERTO there has been no pure

colour art, that Is to say, no art dealing

solely with colour for its own sake as music

deals with sound.

Colour has held a secondary position In all

the arts into which it enters, or has only been

used jointly with other means of appealing to

the senses or the emotions—and it has always

been more or less associated with form. We
are accustomed to see colour, if it is used at

all, combined with form, and employed chiefly

to emphasize and explain form, or to add

interest and beauty to it, as, for instance, in

painting and architecture, in decoration, and

in other arts, and we can hardly realize its

existence apart from form.
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of its frame. Once painted, moreover, that

scheme, harmony, symphony, or whatever the

artist may call it, remains fixed and unaltered.

At most it is a chord or two of colour, or a

single colour-phrase, even though much may

be sacrificed in expression of the subject of the

picture, or even in truth to nature, to make

that chord or phrase harmonious and in-

teresting.

But the desire for a more developed colour

art is at the root of these attempts to force

painting to do almost more than it can legiti-

mately or successfully attempt, and to sacrifice

subject and much else to obtaining beautiful

quality in colour, and an attractive colour

scheme. Something, no doubt, has been

gained, and the demand of the impressionist

for interesting and beautiful colour at all costs

is in great measure a just one ; but the result

of the attempt to make painting do what it

is only possible for a mobile colour art to

achieve has been to cause it to abandon many

of its means of appealing to the artistic faculties

which we cannot afford to lose, to narrow its

scope, and weaken its position.

4
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On the other hand, an art like that of colour

music devoted solely to colour gives us what

the finest impressionist or expressionist—even

Turner and the greatest artists—can never

give.

Experiment has moreover shown it to be

certain that such an art has the power of

appealing to the emotions to an extent which

it is difficult for those to realize who have

never seen it, and is capable of giving some-

what similar aesthetic and emotional enjoyment

to that given by music, but appealing to and

developing a different sense.

It may be said, with a show of reason, that

pleasure and mental refreshment are not suffi-

cient foundations for a new form of art ; to

which it may be replied that, even though the

art of music rests mainly upon them, it is not

contended that they are entirely so. The

other practical advantages of a pure colour art

will be dealt with later on.

Let us first see whether there is not onlyroom

for an art of this kind, but a great need for it,

whether its absence under certain conditions

of life does not account for some present-day

5
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tendencies towards artistic degeneration, and

whether it is not worthy of our serious con-

sideration as an influence in civilization. I pro-

pose also to show that it is not merely-possible

—

a mere theoretical dream—but how, after some

years of experiment, it has been brought into

actual existence and is being further developed,

and to give some description of the forms it

has at present taken.

The instruments used and the results arrived

at will also be described, various criticisms and

objections will be replied to, and the future

possibilities of the new art will be briefly fore-

shadowed.



CHAPTER II

THE USES OF COLOUR-MUSIC

T ET us, in the first place, consider whether

there is likely to be any real use for an

art of the kind referred to, and what is the

present position with regard to the general

feeling for colour.

It may safely be said that hitherto, and

especially in modern times, the colour sense

bas in a very large proportion of people been

allowed to lie dormant, and their appreciation

of colour in nature and art is extremely limited.

This is probably due to there being so few

means by which their attention can be directed

to colour, apart from the interest it gives to

the form of the objects around them. There

is, in fact, a general insensitiveness to colour

which we will consider more closely farther on.

Supposing an art with colour as its main

object were in existence, its other advantages

7
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and uses, apart from any aesthetic pleasure and

satisfaction it might give, are therefore not far

to seek.

If any art is practised it tends to develop the

faculties upon which it depends for its exist-

ence, and a pure colour art would thus help to

restore and develop the colour sense. Experi-

ment confirms this assertion.

If the colour sense were stimulated and

developed, all those arts into which colour

enters would benefit. If the painter had a

more sensitive eye for colour, his pictures

would be better ; the architect, with his colour

faculty increased, would deal with colour to

more artistic purpose in his buildings ; the

craftsman would produce better colour patterns

in his fabrics, his wall papers, his combinations

of decorative tints, his enamels or his glass. If

there were better and more harmonious colour

in all the arts, the world would at least have

gained something. Here, then, apart from its

possible artistic and emotional value, />^r sCy is

a practical side to a pure colour art and an

object for its existence.

It is probable, for various reasons, that at

8
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the present time any widespread advance in

the feeling for colour can only be arrived at

by increased special cultivation of the colour

faculty, and increased knowledge as to har-

monies and contrasts and other qualities of

colour ; and this cultivation in its wider sense,

it is contended, can best be developed by some

form of mobile colour art, such, for instance,

as that I have called, for want of a better

term, " Colour- Music/*

Apart from this, there is the increased need

of such an art at the present time, because not

only has there been neglect of the cultivation

of the colour faculty, but because there has

been an evident decay of it in most Western

nations. Here and there is to be noted some

slight revival of the feeling for colour, but in

the main there has been a tendency for good

colour to disappear from our surroundings,

from costume, and from fabrics, from architec-

ture, and from other decorative arts.

This can hardly be denied, and it would

almost seem as though an advancing material

civilization were inimical to colour, as Nordau

and others have asserted. Be this as it may,

9
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amongst large sections of the population in

many nations it is no exaggeration to say that

any real feeling for colour has died out. As

instances of this, take the working classes of

most modern cities and even the peasantry of

many European countries, amongst the major-

ity of whom there is no evidence to be found of

any real love of colour, and where enjoyment

of it, except in its cruder forms, appears to have

perished.

This is unquestionably a great loss, and we

are only just beginning to realize its con-

sequences and also how much the presence of

good colour in our surroundings has to do

with our enjoyment of life and even with

our mental health. The whole subject of

colour as a factor in our lives has been so

neglected that its influences are not in the

least realized, and it has come to be looked

upon by the majority of people as concerning

chiefly or solely the painter, the architect, or

the decorator, and otherwise as of little im-

portance. The extent to which colour in

nature and in art, in its capacity for giving

pleasure or pain, in its value for all kinds of

lO
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delicate observations in science, in its artistic

and emotional power, and, I might also say,

its ethical influence, has been overlooked and

neglected is almost beyond belief.

Perhaps this can scarcely be better shown

by a single example than by the fact that the

Encyclopedia Britannica contains no article

upon colour, except from the purely optical

and physical standpoint, or as a means of

assisting protective devices in animals. There

is hardly a word about its uses in art, or upon

theories of its harmony and contrast, or those

obscure questions of quality, texture, or

luminosity, which are so interesting to the

artist ; still less anything as to the range of

its action upon the mind and the emotional

faculties.

It is with this emotional side of the subject

that the new art of Colour-Music is chiefly

concerned, and it is especially through such an

art that it is possible to study the influence of

colour upon our senses and upon our minds,

and, through them, upon our lives.

II



CHAPTER III

RESEMBLANCES BETWEEN MUSIC AND MOBILE

COLOUR

COME of the contentions put forward on

behalf of a mobile colour art will, of

course, be questioned, if not altogether dis-

puted by some people—especially by those

to whom the subject is new, and, perhaps, not

infrequently by those whose chief interests are

centred in music or in science.

They will be further explained and defended

as we proceed.

Meanwhile, for the sake of argument, let

us assume that there is something to be said

for them, and let us endeavour to make the

whole question clearer by examining more

carefully the points of resemblance between

music and colour, and seeing what grounds

there are for using the term " Colour-Music
"

in speaking of this new colour art.

12
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First, let us ask ourselves, what is the place

of music amongst the arts, and as an influence

in modern civilization ?

If we look at the matter dispassionately,

I think we shall come to the conclusion that

the whole use and influence of music rests

upon its power of stimulating the emotional

faculties. Whether the emotions aroused by

it are identical with those of our ordinary life

and experience, or whether, as some philo-

sophic writers think, they are of a some-

what different and special kind, belonging, as

it were, to a higher plane of feeling, matters

little for the moment. The fact remains that

music interests, refreshes, invigorates, saddens,

or makes us glad through its action upon the

emotional side of our nature, and is a language

without words, through which the mind of the

musician can speak to the mind of the hearer.

For instance, it is used almost universally

to stimulate religious emotions and aspirations.

It helps to put the mind into an attitude

for receiving religious impressions and assimi-

lating religious truths. As it fills the vaulted

roof of the cathedral and echoes through its

13
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aisles, we feel the better able to understand the

thoughts and realize the faith of the builders

expressed in the very stones around us.

In the concert-room, is not the mental

refreshment, the keen interest aroused, and the

pleasure we receive mainly due to the emo-

tional effect of music upon us ? Our admira-

tion for the technical dexterity of the executant,

as also our interest in the personality of the

composer's methods, counts for something

;

but music which consists only of dexterities,

not based upon a theme acting upon the

emotional imagination—music which expresses

nothing beyond mechanical perfection—surely

takes a very secondary place in our estimation.

Music, again, finds another use, as Plato re-

marked long ago, in stimulating the military

spirit, in maintaining the soldier's courage and

making him forget his exhaustion.

In a word, emotion, of one kind or another,

is always called into play by music, whether it

be of the kind which is aroused in the concert-

room or the church, in the ballroom or on

the battlefield.

The foundations of music, therefore, as
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has been said, rest upon this capability of

arousing emotional feeling, and it seems very

remarkable that so great an art, and one which

makes so wide an appeal to the human race,

should have been thus based and built upon

these subtle psychological sensations.

The action which colour has upon us in its

harmonies and contrasts, its varying strength

and delicacy, its power of giving joy or pain,

is also, to a large extent, an emotional one
;

and if a mobile colour art be attacked because

it rests upon this appeal to emotion, music

must be attacked on the same grounds.

If, on the other hand, we frankly admit, as I

think we must, that emotional appeal is at

the root of all art, then it may well be profit-

able to go on and examine the further points

of resemblance between a mobile colour art

and music.

15



CHAPTER IV

THE COLOUR SCALE AND MOBILE COLOUR

/'^OLOUR, like music, is both precious for

its own sake and as an educative influence.

It also can stimulate the imagination and

develop other mental faculties ; can give plea-

sure and refreshment to the mind, and increase

the responsiveness of the sense to which it

appeals.

Let us, then, begin to clear our path through

the jungle of untried possibilities, which pre-

vents our seeing clearly how to use these

attributes of colour in a mobile colour art

somewhat resembling music.

They are so striking and so significant that,

in devising any form of such an art, we can

hardly escape from them.

As most of us know, according to gener-

ally accepted scientific theory all colours are

produced by varying frequencies of vibration

i6
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of the ether acting upon the retina of the eye,

and all musical sounds by varying frequencies

of air vibration acting upon the ear. Both

colour and sound, as we perceive them, are due

to vibrations which stimulate the optic and

aural nerves respectively.

This in itself is remarkable as showing the

similarity of the action of sound and colour

upon us, for within the variations of frequency

of these two sets of vibrations are contained

all, or nearly all, the impressions we receive of

pleasure and pain, beauty or ugliness, interest

or dullness, both in colour and sound.

If we go a little farther we shall find a

second, and perhaps almost equally remarkable,

point of resemblance, though I have no wish

to lay undue weight upon it, and if it could

be successfully disputed, it would not in the

least weaken the position of colour-music as

an independent art.

All music is built upon the octave. Western

nations have mostly divided it into twelve

intervals or notes, and Eastern ones into more
;

but the octave is and must be the foundation

of the division. And it is so because our ears

c 17
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demand it ; because we cannot escape from it
;

and because for some reason of which we have

no certain explanation it is in itself an inexor-

able psychological necessity. No sound with-

out vibrations ; no musical notes without

selection of certain definite rates of vibration

carefully related to each other ; no such selec-

tion possible without reference to the octave.

What, then, is the octave, looked at from the

musical standpoint ?

Take any audible rate of regular air vibra-

tions and you have a musical note. Consider

it as the first note of your octave. Double

the speed of its vibrations and you have the

first note of the next octave above it.

Turning now from sound to colour, what

do we find ?

If we experiment upon colour with suitable

scientific instruments and split up colours of

all kinds into their components, we arrive at

the fact that all visible colours can be resolved

into proportionate mixtures of those we see

in the spectrum-band or the rainbow, both of

which contain all the primary colours.

White light can be divided into its con-
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COLOUR SCALE & MOBILE COLOUR

stituents, as we all know, by passing it

through a prism. If we allow a ray of sun-

light, or a beam of light obtained from an

arc-lamp, to traverse a prism, after passing

it through a lens and a narrow slit, and

arrange the prism at a proper angle, we shall

obtain a series of colours which, if received upon

a white screen, spread themselves out into a

long band, and range from a deep red to a very

tender violet. This is the spectrum-band.

Below the red and beyond the violet are

other rays, or other colours, which our eyes

cannot see ; but confining ourselves to those

which are visible, and comparing this band of

colours with the musical octave, we shall find

at least one very remarkable point of resem-

blance.

If we get the physicist to measure the speed

of the vibrations of the ether at the red and

violet end of the band respectively, we shall

find that, as in the case of the last note of the

musical octave, the latter has approximately

double the number of vibrations. The octave

of colour is in fact practically complete, and a

counterpart of the musical octave as regards
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the range of vibrations which produce it. It

does not extend to the first note of the octave

above it, but it constitutes one nearly com-

plete octave in itself.

To make this quite clear let us place the

two scales one above the other.^

Of course the selection of the note C as a

starting-point of comparison is purely arbi-

trary. All that it is wished to show is that,

recognizing the musical octave as the physio-

logical basis of music, there is a corresponding

octave of colour with its lowest and highest

points also separated by a proportionate in-

crease of speed of vibrations.

This is a very remarkable fact, and would

seem to point to some common foundation or

organic basis in nerve structure, or in mental

constitution for receiving both colour and

musical impressions. Its significance may,

however, easily be exaggerated, and too much

stress should not be laid upon it.

It is possible that it is a coincidence, and

nothing more, but it suggests, as I have said,

that there may be laws connected with the

1 See Appendix.
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nerve impulses of eye and ear, and their

action upon the mind, which we do not yet

understand.

There is, however, a remarkable and signifi-

cant point to be noted which tends to carry

the analogy a step farther.

Taking the last note of the colour-octave

from the spectrum-band, namely, violet, if we

examine it carefully we shall see that as it

approaches the dark spaces beyond it into

which our eyes cannot penetrate, it tends

more and more towards becoming purplish

before it finally fades into a dark neutral tint.

In other words, purple being a mixture of

blue and red, it has more and more red in its

composition. This suggests as a possibility

that if our eyes could see more of the dark

rays falling on the screen beyond the blue and

violet, we should again receive the impression

of red. If so, this would be a repetition of

similar notes in a succeeding octave as in

music. Sir J. Herschel remarked upon this

in the following passage :
" I cannot persuade

myself that they could fail to recognize a

certain redness in the colour of the violet,
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which Newton appears to have had in view

when he regarded the spectrum as a sort of

octave of colour, tracing in the repetition of

redness in the extreme refrangible rays the

commencement of a higher octave too feeble

to affect the sight in its inferior tones."

An examination of the red end of the spec-

trum also, I think, reveals a tendency towards

carmine before it fades away into darkness,

which means the presence of a small propor-

tion of blue in the red, and perhaps suggests

a return to the violet of an invisible octave.

It is of course evident that in the case of

the musical scale there are many octaves, but

in that of colour we have only one, and one

which is not quite complete as to part of its

last note. This is, however, from the mobile

colour point of view, compensated for by the

far greater variety of combinations possible

in colour than in sound, and the immensely

greater sensitiveness of the eye to minute

differences of " pitch " as compared to the car,

as I shall show later.

This brings us to a further resemblance.

As with colour, so with sound ; there is a
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long range of vibrations below and above the

first and last visible colour and first and last

audible note, of which we are unconscious.

The invisible rays beyond each end of the

spectrum-band can be photographed and made

evident in other ways, and it is extremely

probable that various animals and insects are

visually affected by them, though we are not

consciously so. Similarly, there are many air

vibrations which we cannot hear, but which

other creatures are sensitive to, though to us

they are beyond each end of the audible musical

scale. In both cases it is only a limited range

of vibrations that can act upon our senses,

which have, as it were, selected this range for

their own purposes.

The question now arises as to whether

there are discords and harmonies in colour

as in music, and what points, if any, of re-

semblance there are between the action of

these respectively upon our senses. This is

an important point, because if an art of mobile

colour is to be developed and we are to obtain

any assistance from the example of the methods

of the older art of music, harmony and discord
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and intermediate stages between them must

play a great part in its construction.

All musical compositions depend largely

upon the approach to, or the divergence from,

what is thoroughly pleasant, namely, harmony

or concord, or what is thoroughly painful,

namely discord, and even the lightest music is

more or less dependent upon this undercurrent

of pleasure and pain based upon concord and

discord.

Turning from sound to colour, there can of

course be no question as to the broad fact

of the existence of discords and harmonies

of great power and wide range. Everyone

realizes this more or less. Most people are

pleased by the decoration and furnishing of a

room if it is harmonious, and displeased by

a glaring discord in a picture or a wall-paper,

a dress or an advertisement-board.

Those who have a highly developed colour

faculty feel these discords acutely, and those

whose colour sense is weak somewhat less, but

few are quite unconscious of them.

To appreciate subtle harmonies in colour as

in music requires a trained sense, and to repro-
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duce or create any series of refined and beauti-

ful harmonies in either requires an educated

and sensitive eye and an artistic mind. In

fact, we all admit the existence of discords

in speaking of crude colours and vulgar con-

trasts, and there are certain juxtapositions of

colours which almost everyone feels to be pain-

ful. And, in referring to contrast, it should, of

course, be added that It plays so great a part

in the relative pleasantness and unpleasantness

of colours, that as soon as any Individual

colour is placed side by side with another its

beauty is either diminished or increased, or

altogether destroyed.

Here, then, we again have a characteristic

of colour which is extremely like what we find

in music, when the simultaneous sounding

of two notes each pleasant In itself may pro-

duce a discord.

Elaborate experiments have been carried out

in Austria and Germany with the object of

finding a basis for determining upon scientific

grounds which colours should be regarded as

beautiful and which as ugly. It has been

found that with single and isolated colours
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there is a certain unanimity of opinion as to

the beauty of certain tints, amongst several

hundred persons taken at random from all

classes and submitted to the same tests ; and

physiological theories have been put forward

by Professor Exner and others to account for

this. But he and other investigators all admit

that the influence of contrast, both as to tint

and as to intensity, overrides all these calcula-

tions when they are put into practice.

In other words, all decorative arrangements

of colour are dependent for their effect and

their beauty upon properly adjusted contrasts

and harmonies as in music.

In the latter art, as just pointed out, if

we sound a single note, beautiful in timbre

and pure in quality, we can instantly m'ake it

intolerable by another, also beautiful and pure

in itself but discordant when sounded at the

same time. And exactly in the same way, a

colour exquisite in itself can be made painful

to the educated and sensitive eye by placing

another beautiful but discordant colour side

by side with it. Every artist learns this with

the a b c oi his professional work.
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It cannot, further, for a moment be denied

that the ranges of beautiful harmonies in

colour, as in music, are almost infinite. Even

if we take the harmonies producible by admix-

ture of the various colours of the spectrum

in one degree of depth or luminosity, millions

of such harmonies are possible. And, when

we consider that the eye is capable of appre-

ciating a vast variety of degrees of luminosity

of each colour, we see how difficult it is to

assign any limits to harmonious sequences of

colour ; and this applies of course also to dis-

cords and partial discords.

We have, therefore, in colour, as in music,

both discord and harmony, wide in their scope

and mutually dependent. We can in both

produce series and sequences of harmonies

differing in their degree of pleasantness. We
can change them into discords and resolve

them again into harmonies, we can, in fact, use

colour as we use musical sounds, and we

know that, although the physiological laws

which govern the effects of both upon us may

be obscure, they exist, and in some respects

are common to eye and ear.
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In music, after centuries of experiment, we

have ascertained much more about them than

we have as yet succeeded in doing in the case

of colour, but the art of colour-music is now

enabling us to pursue the subject much farther

than has ever been possible before, as will be

shown later on.

Passing on from this broad statement as to

the general analogy, the next question may

well be whether there is any close resemblance

in detail between the musical scale and the

spectrum-band in respect of harmony and dis-

cord—whether we can divide the range of

visible colour into intervals like those of the

notes of the octave, and whether, having done

so, we shall find the same relative discords and

harmonies.

There are great difficulties in making this

comparison, as we shall see, but we may begin

by pointing out one remarkable and perhaps

significant resemblance.

If we strike the first note of the musical

octave—say the middle C of the pianoforte,

and also the last note, the seventh—we have a

peculiarly disagreeable combination of sounds,
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a discord in the strongest sense of the

word.

If we take a patch of red from the red end

of the spectrum and place it side by side

with a patch of blue-violet, we also have for

most people a most unpleasant and crude

contrast—a discord in colour for the educated

eye—and if we combine the red and the blue,

we obtain a compound colour which, by fairly

general consent, is a disagreeable one—namely

magenta.

This, again, seems to point to some under-

lying physiological law of sensation common

to the organs of seeing and hearing, or to

some laws governing the mental impressions

received through them ; but when we try to

go farther we are met by various difficulties,

some of them so considerable as to lead

many to doubt whether there is any parallel

here.

Let us go into these difficulties a little more

carefully.

In the first place, as has already been said,

the construction of the musical octave is some-

what arbitrary. An octave has been generally
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agreed upon as consisting of seven whole tones

and five half-tones—seven white keys and five

black keys on the pianoforte.^

All modern European music has been com-

posed in conformity to this scale or to others

very closely resembling it, but we must not

forget that it is an arbitrary one. The Greeks

had a different division in classic times, and

some of the Oriental nations have another

very divergent one to this day.

From time to time new and more accurately

divided scales have also been introduced, but

as they would have rendered obsolete all

previously written music, none of them, so far,

have found favour with the modern musical

world. Amongst these may be mentioned the

harmonic scale of Baillie-Hamilton.

If, then, we were to apply the ordinary

division of tones to the colour-band, dividing

it into similar intervals according to rates of

vibration, we should be applying an arbitrarily

constructed scale.

1 See the diagrammatic scale by Professor Gregory on

p. 12 2, and Note upon the defects of the diatonic scale in the

Appendix.
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We should have, moreover, to decide what

musical note to take as the first note of our

scale to correspond with the lowest tint of red

of the spectrum-band.

Let us suppose that we take the middle C.

We have then introduced two arbitrary con-

ditions. First, the method of division of our

octave ; secondly, its starting-point.

In drawing any deductions as to the extent

of the direct analogy between the two scales

of sound and colour, we must bear this in

mind and remember that it can scarcely be

positively asserted that an analogy holds good

or that it fails.

Further than this the colour sense has been

so little educated as an aesthetic faculty as

compared with the high cultivation of the

musical one through past centuries that,

although there is, perhaps, a general agree-

ment as to certain pronounced discords, in

colour—though even that is open to question

—there is not the same general sensitiveness

amongst most people as to lesser ones.

Hence, although there may be a general

agreement as to the discord between the
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juxtaposition of the colours at the beginning

and end of the spectrum-band, there will be

less unanimity as to whether intermediate

combinations are discordant, even supposing

we have divided our colour scale correctly and

started it from the right point. Opinion as

to what constitutes a discord in music is,

moreover, undergoing a change and becoming

less definite in its pronouncement, as is evi-

denced by some advanced modern music.

This portion of the general analogy is purely

a question of opinion or of psychological

investigation, and it is of little importance as

affecting the main theory and practice of

colour-music. In the earlier days of my
experimental work, I was perhaps inclined

to think it of more value as a working

hypothesis in the construction of some of my
instruments than I do at present, and there is,

no doubt, a certain fascination about its mys-

terious possibilities ; but I cannot too clearly

guard myself from being understood to lay any

great stress upon the probability of its exist-

ence. Some physicists consider that there is

no evidence to support the contention, others
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are in favour of it ; but it is really a question

for the psychologist.

If it could be shown without possibility of

dispute that similarly divided scales of colour

and musical sounds have insufficient features

in common to establish any emotional analogy

whatever based upon numerical division, the

general theory and the main advantages of

colour-music as an art and as a mode of

experimental research would remain unaffected,

and the force of the chief arguments, which

can be advanced in support of it as a separate

and distinct art, would not be weakened in the

least. The question of a possible analogy

between the two scales is an interesting one,

but how far it holds good is relatively not

of very much importance.
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CHAPTER V

POINTS OF ANALOGY BETWEEN SOUND
AND COLOUR

'IX/'E have already seen that there are many

strong points of resemblance between

colour and music, and there are others which

I shall touch upon in considering further

questions connected with colour ; but, as we

have also seen, we must not attempt to insist

upon the closeness of the analogy at all points,

and for the present, until we have more

facts to go upon, we must suspend our judg-

ment as to the exact extent to which it holds

good.

The points of resemblance we have examined

thus far may be briefly restated thus :

1. Colour and musical sounds are both pro-

duced by vibrations acting upon the nerve

terminations of the eye and ear respectively.

2. Both are limited to a certain range of
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visible and audible vibrations, and there are

certain numerical relationships in these which

may or may not be of psychological signifi-

cance.

3. Both are largely dependent for their

common, mental, or psychological effect upon

relative degrees of harmony and discord.

4. Combinations and sequences of notes

or tints in both are capable of affecting us

emotionally and giving us pleasure and pain.

5. Both are capable of adding interest to

and deepening or lessening mental impressions

received from other sources.

We have yet to consider amongst many

others the following points :

(a) The musical resemblances arising when

we make colour mobile and introduce the

element of time into its production, or, in

other words, when we make given colours and

combinations of colours appear at will for a

longer or shorter period.

{i?) Resemblances in rhythmic compositions

in music and colour.

(c) The conditions which arise when with

the element of time we introduce repetition,
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gradation, and relatively quick or slow in-

creases of strength and delicacy into colour.

{d) The emotional effects of mobile colour

as a form of art upon us as compared with

those of music.

In the first place—to return to a matter

already briefly referred to—let us see how far it

may help us if we use a similar scale to the

musical one in designing an instrument by

means of which we can produce colour some-

what in the same way as sound is produced

for musical purposes.

Such an instrument should be able to pro-

duce all the simple colours, and, by combining

them, almost any compound colours.

It should also enable us to place them side

by side in larger or smaller quantities, or

mingle them in one compound tint, and their

production should as far as possible be entirely

under the control of an executant as to their

strength and delicacy, and the length of time

they are allowed to appear upon the screen or

other reflecting surface.

jv Several such instruments have been designed

and constructed by the writer, and will be
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described more in detail farther on, but for

the purpose of the argument let us merely

assume the existence of such a means of pro-

ducing colour.

Taking it for granted that we have provided

suitable arrangements for producing delicate or

strong passages of colour, corresponding to

soft or loud passages in music, we shall find

upon experiment that variations of strength in

colour will produce the same kind of impres-

sion on the mind as in music, that delicate

passages will have a quiet and peaceful effect,

and strong and vivid ones will be more ex-

citing.

We shall also find that we can take advan-

tage of the influence of contrast as in music.

Opposing colours can be used to make the

action of each upon the eye and the mind

more powerful, and partial combinations of

divergent colours can be employed.

In music, a gradual or rapid increase in tone

or strength—or vice versa—plays an impor-

tant part in most compositions, and with our

mobile colour instrument, or colour-organ, we

can deal with colour in a similar way.
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The faintest possible flush of colour can be

made to swell into a full note or chord of

great strength, and also to die away through a

long succession of changes until it disappears.

A blaze of magnificent colour can be thrown

upon the screen in a short sharp burst, or a

few wandering notes can be made to flit across

it, so delicate that we are hardly aware of their

existence.

In the sister art, the gradual decrease of the

intensity of musical notes has, as a rule, a

pathetic effect upon the mind, whereas a

rapidly increasing strength of tone has a joy-

ful or stirring influence.

That the same thing applies to colour even

in nature will be generally admitted.

The gradual dying away of colour in a sun-

set is usually more or less pathetic, and the

increase of light and splendour in a sunrise

has a certain joyfulness.

If we analyse our impressions, I think we

shall find that this is not merely due to the

disappearance and loss of the sun in the one

instance and the hope of a bright day in the

other, but to the lessening of beautiful colour
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and its final disappearance into a cold and un-

satisfying grey or the gradual increase until it

blends and merges into the full strength of

daylight.

Experiments in mobile colour enable us to

produce similar impressions.

Then, again, in dealing with colour, with

the help of our colour instrument, we cannot

avoid introducing the element of time.

If we strike a single note and produce a

given colour upon the screen, the length of

time that colour remains there before it is

succeeded by another will correspond to the

length of a note in music.

If we have a series of colour notes differing

as to the length of time they appear, we also

have something corresponding very closely to

a musical phrase, and a good deal will depend

upon the way in which we balance and com-

bine the varying duration of each colour, just

as in music.

To make the matter clearer, let us take a

simple sequence of colours thrown upon the

screen. We will say that such a phrase con-

sists at its opening of a pale amethyst tint
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lasting for a quarter of a second, succeeded

by a rose colour for half a second, after which

the amethyst is repeated for an eighth and

develops into a strong crimson for a whole

second. Another short phrase may be stated

thus, in diagrammatic form, and might be

paraphrased by the series of musical notes

placed under it.

It is quite clear, therefore, that here we have

another point of resemblance between the

foundations of an art in which musical sounds

are used and one devoted to changeable colour

under the control of an executant. Time

—

used in the musical sense—is more or less

common to both.

This is worth noting because it is a key

to some other facts about mobile colour.

It also leads us on to one of the other points

of interest already referred to.

In music, as in poetry and architecture,

there is always a tendency to rhythmical repe-

tition. Passages are frequently repeated with

a slight variation, and many compositions are

ended with a restatement or coda of the lead-

ing motives which have been worked out in it.
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In early poetry there are also tendencies

towards repetition of ideas in echoing phrases,

as, for instance, in the Psalms, and a rhyme is

but a repetition of a somewhat similar sound

at the end of another line.

In architecture repetition is still more

formal and definite, arch repeats arch, and

column echoes column, though varied perhaps

in proportion or in the detail of its ornament.

We may also trace the same principle at

work in the art of painting and in the pleasur-

able sensations we receive from nature. In-

tentional repetition of form with a slight

alteration enters into the art of many of the

great masters. It occurs again and again in

the landscapes of Turner, especially in those

wonderful colour dreams of his which are

essentially rhythmic in their composition.

In nature it probably has much to do with

our enjoyment of the inverted reflections upon

the mirror-like surface of water. The beauty

of the isolated stem of a silver birch, or the

delicate lines of a group of reeds, is increased

by their reflection in the pool of the moor-

land, and the campanili of Venice have an
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added charm when they are reversed in the

wavering reflections of the lagoon.

In all these cases there is increased mental

satisfaction derived from varied repetition,

and we find, upon experiment, that this is

also the case when we are using our mobile

colour instruments, and endeavouring to pro-

duce beautiful colour sequences upon the

screen. A passage of beautiful or striking

colour seems to demand its echo.

Passing to the emotional effects of colour

upon us, the important part that harmony and

discord play in colour, as in music, has been

already referred to. Much of the joy of life

stands in direct relationship to the mysterious

element of pain, and could not be fully felt

without experience of discomfort or of suffer-

ing.

Even comedy borrows much of its joyful-

ness from our knowledge of tragedy, and

in all great art there must be an echo of

the pathetic as well as a suggestion of the

pleasurable, or we feel that it is out of key

with our experience of life and nature.

Here we find another peculiarity which is
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common to both colour and music, and which

is emphasized bya further mutual characteristic.

In literature the references to pain and to

pleasure and to all the gradations of feeling

and experience that lie between those two

extremes are more or less definite, our interest

is excited by descriptions of facts which

suggest either the one or the other.

In music, however, the appeal to the

emotions, except when music is allied with

literature, as in an opera or a song, is essen-

tially indefinite. With a musical composition

—for instance, a Beethoven symphony—every

hearer may well read a different meaning

into its tender, its lively or its majestic

passages. It would be difiicult for a member

of an audience to write a description of

exactly the emotions or ideas suggested to

him by a musical composition ; and if two

or more hearers did so, no two accounts

would agree. A pastoral symphony may be

in a certain sense descriptive, yet its descrip-

tiveness is of a very indefinite kind.

In a musical work between its opening

notes and its last chord there is a wide
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emotional field within which the imagination

has freedom to wander at will. There are

emotional suggestions, but no definite outlines

—tragedy with no precise indications of its

source—joy with no definite reasons assigned

for it.

Part of the great value of music to us

—

certainly a great deal of the pleasure it gives

—is closely connected with this indefinite

quality, and its inexhaustible power in bright-

ening, strengthening, and refining our lives,

and in prompting our imaginations is largely

dependent upon it.

A similar indefiniteness of action upon the

mind and the emotions belongs also to colour,

and experiment has shown that the art of

mobile colour has for a considerable number

of people, even in its present forms, the same

kind of emotional and stimulative power that

music possesses, though appealing to another

sense.
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CHAPTER VI
^

CONSTRUCTION OF COLOUR-ORGAN AND OTHER
INSTRUMENTS

A S the qualities we have been examining

arc, to a great extent, common to both

music and the new art, and as they are so

numerous and carry us so far towards the same

artistic aims and ideals, it would therefore

seem reasonable to use musical precedents to

some extent in laying the foundations of one

form at least of colour-music.

Very possibly the buildings raised upon

these foundations may, later on, be pulled down

again and better ones erected in their places

upon the solid concrete of newer experiences.

Or perhaps, to use another figure, musical

methods should be regarded as merely the

scaffolding upon which the first arch is

thrown across the chasm of the untried

—

but this matters little, they will have served
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their purpose and given us experience of how

to build.

Almost all arts have been developed from

others that preceded them, and we are

beginning to see that what we supposed

were absolutely new inventions in art are

far fewer than we believed.

Greek architectural forms were developed

from Egyptian and other Oriental styles
;

early Italian artists painted their Madonnas

upon outlines which had come from Byzan-

tium, and even the mediaeval pointed arch

may have been suggested by Arabic build-

ings.

We must walk before we can run, and as

there is a sister art some few centuries older,

perhaps it may be well for the composer in

colour-music to accept her guidance to some

extent in making his first steps.

Taking it for granted that something Is

to be gained by adopting musical methods

for some forms of the new art, though they

certainly will not be the only ones, let us

see how this is possible.

In one of the principal instruments which
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CONSTRUCTION OF COLOUR-ORGAN

I have designed and constructed and used

largely for experimental work—which will be

referred to in future as the Colour-Organ

—

this has been done as follows :

a. By dividing the spectrum-band similarly

to the musical octave.

b. By giving the colour - organ a key-

board like that of the organ or the

pianoforte.

c. By arranging for the general control

of the whole keyboard by means of

stops somewhat like those of the

organ.

d. By providing higher and lower octaves

in the colour scale of relatively paler

and deeper intensity, somewhat anal-

ogous, though not strictly corre-

sponding to, the higher and lower

octaves of the musical scale, though,

of course, in the colour the wave-

length remains the same.

It will be well to make this arrangement

a little clearer by considering, first, the division

of the colour-octave.

Taking the lower red arbitrarily as corre-
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spending with the middle C, the octave is

divided thus. {See illustration.)

This division was obtained in the follow-

ing way.

The complete spectrum-band, greatly length-

ened by sufficient distance, was thrown upon

the screen by two bisulphide of carbon

prisms—the source of white light being an

unenclosed arc-lamp. An opaque diaphragm

was then interposed close to the screen with

an extremely narrow slit in it, and the fine

slice of colour rays passing through it was

made to correspond in position on the spec-

trum-band and approximately as to its rate

of vibration to the notes of the musical scale

in their relative intervals.

The narrow ribbon of colour, thus cut off

from the spectrum-band, was then accurately

matched and apparatus designed for producing

it in larger quantity in the colour-organ and

placing it under the control of the corre-

sponding musical note upon its keyboard.

The keys of the colour-organ were then con-

nected with suitable mechanism for allowing

these several colours to appear on the screen
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CONSTRUCTION OF COLOUR-ORGAN

as soon as the keys are depressed. The de-

signing of this mechanism has been one of

the great difficulties in the construction of the

various Instruments, as it was, of course,

absolutely necessary that it should be respon-

sive to the slightest touch upon the keys, and

yet had to be far more elaborate than the action

of a pianoforte.

A swell pedal was also provided, and if

moved in one direction the brilliancy and in-

tensity of the colour is increased throughout

the whole of the length of the scale, if in the

other, the colour effect is made more tender.

Another stop enables either softened or " stac-

cato " productions of the colour upon the

screen to be given.

It is, of course, quite clear that, in order to

use an instrument provided with a keyboard

like that just described, it is necessary to devise

some method of musical notation. Any abso-

lutely new method would bring with it various

difficulties, the foremost among them being

the necessity for the executant to learn the

new method, and for any composer in mobile

colour also to be familiar with it. It would
i 49
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seem, therefore, that there is a good deal to be

said for the adoption of a method which is

already in use. This decided the author to

employ the ordinary musical system—at any

rate for all the preliminary experiments carried

out by him—and it was soon found to be so

convenient as not to make it worth while to

abandon it in the later ones.

The keyboard of the colour-organ has

therefore been arranged precisely in the same

way as that of an organ or a piano ; and, as

has already been stated, the spectrum-band has

been divided up into similar intervals.

This division of the intervals, or notes,

corresponding to those of the musical scale,

is not quite as simple as it would first appear

to be, because of the fact that the rate of

dispersion at one end of the spectrum-band is

considerably greater than at the other. At

the red end, where the dispersion is greatest,

the spaces between the points from which the

colour is obtained have to be greater in order

to provide for the slower increase in rate of

vibration, and at the violet end they are con-

sequently closer together. This, however, is
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CONSTRUCTION OF COLOUR-ORGAN

merely a matter of careful adjustment, as the

increase progresses regularly upon a definite

formula as in the case of a mathematical curve

;

and let it be again clearly understood that

the division of the scale is merely a secondary

matter and that other colour scales might

perhaps be used with great advantage.

The method of musical notation being

adopted as to the treble and bass clefs, time

values of notes, etc., the ordinary musical

directions such as diminuendo^ crescendo^ allegro^

etc., can, of course, be used, and it becomes

relatively easy for the executant to use the

ordinary form of colour-organ.

Later on it was found convenient to have

an alternative arrangement under which the

spectrum-band can be spread over the whole

of the five or six octaves of the keyboard.

By the use of a pneumatic device, the simple

withdrawal of a stop has the effect of doing

this. A musical system of notation can still

be employed, but when this stop is in use, of

course, any direct translation of a musical

composition is impossible, and a score written

with the intention of using this arrangement
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of the keyboard would appear to the ordinary

musician to be quite chaotic. Its chief advan-

tage is to make extemporization in colour easier,

and no more need be said for the present

about its other uses.

Leaving the musical method of notation

aside, we come to another mode of placing the

colour effects under the control of the per-

former, to which some reference has already

been made. It is that of using the three

primary colours only, and combining them in

various degrees of relative strength upon the

screen. Under this arrangement each of the

three colours can be projected in varying

degrees of strength ranging from full power

up to white light. Each colour is under the

control of a lever, to which is attached an

index showing the executant the strength of

the colour he is using. The needle of this

index passes along a curved scale, upon which

figures or letters can be placed at intervals.

Two of the levers are moved by the right and

left hands of the executant, and the third by

the foot. The whole arrangement places the

performer more in the position of the violinist
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CONSTRUCTION OF COLOUR-ORGAN

who has to find his note upon the string,

than In that of the pianist who has each note

definitely settled for him by the keyboard.

The great advantage of this three-colour

system Is that almost Infinite gradation as to

intensity, and some approach to Infinity as to

variety of tint, can be obtained by its means
;

but, except for extemporization, it is, strange

to say, much more difficult to use than the

colour-organ of the keyboard type. A com-

position in colour can be written for it, either

upon the musical method or in various other

ways.

In using any but the musical method, how-

ever, the difficulty of easily expressing the

duration of a note has to be overcome, or

showing whether it is long or short, or

accentuated, and so forth. An example is

given below of the method of notation em-

ployed.

Each space represents a given note as in-

dicated by Its number on the index scale, and

the length of the space determines the relative

length of the note in the bar. The letters

R. Y. and B. are the initials of the primaries.
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COLOUR-MUSIC

To make the matter clearer by recapitula-

tion :

When using the keyboard colour-organ,

whenever a note is depressed its correspond-

ing colour appears upon the screen, and if a

chord is struck, combined colours also make

their appearance. It will easily be understood

that although the intervals taken along the

length of the spectrum-band—to give its

division into the octave of tones and semi-

tones—are small, as in the case of the piano-

forte or organ, there are spaces of colour

between these intervals. The keyboard form

of instrument cannot therefore provide quite

the whole range of colours which appear in

nature, although the combinations which are

placed at our command are almost limitless.

There is one point of interest which may be

mentioned here. When we are using coloured

light instead of pigment, although the effects

produced are much more beautiful than those

obtainable with pigments, it does not seem so

easy to obtain some of the grey tints with

which suitable pigments will provide us.

Greyness is, however, a relative term. In
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CONSTRUCTION OF COLOUR-ORGAN

the case of pigments a mixture of the three

primaries in varying proportions tends to

produce black or grey ; but in the case of

light, this mixture tends towards the produc-

tion of whiteness. With paints or pigments,

therefore, the mixture of many colours pro-

duces blackness or duskiness of the resultant

tints; whereas, with the colour-organ, the

more colours upon the screen the greater the

approximation to white light. In using pig-

ments, therefore, greyness is produced by a

lowering of the luminosity ; while with mobile

colour instruments, on the other hand, it is

due to increased luminosity. In both cases

we have to compare grey or relative greyness

with its surroundings, and with mobile colour

the sensation of greyness is largely dependent

upon the contrast between the colour upon

the screen and the whiteness and strength of

the two bands of light upon each side of it,

which serv^ as standards for the eye to

measure by, the other uses of which will be

explained later on.

Although the present forms of colour-

music instrunents have cost me a large
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amount of time and thought and are the out-

come of many modifications and experiments,

there is still room for improvement in many

respects, and I hope to carry out some of

these improvements in the future or to be the

means of suggesting them to those who nay

follow m.e in the pursuit of the subject.
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CHAPTER VII

EFFECTS PRODUCED BY COLOUR-MUSIC

/^^OLOUR and sound cannot, of course, be

adequately described in words, neverthe-

less at this stage it may be as well to attempt

to give some idea of the kind of effects pro-

duced by the colour-organ.

Imagine a darkened concert-room. At one

end there is a large screen of white drapery in

folds surrounded with black and framed by

two bands of pure white light. Upon this

we will suppose, as an example of a simple

colour composition, that there appears the

faintest possible flush of rose colour, which

very gradually fades away while we are enjoy-

ing its purity and subtlety of tint, and we

return to darkness. Then, with an interval,

it is repeated in three successive phases, the

last of which is stronger and more prolonged.

While it is still lingering upon the screen a

rapid series of touches of pale lavender notes
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opens with a Wagnerian trumpet-blast. The

screen is at the same moment flooded by an

intense orange which palpitates with the

harmonic colours corresponding to a subordi-

nate passage upon some of the other orches-

tral instruments. The blast ceases, there is a

faint echo of it upon the violins while the

screen pulsates with pale lemon and saflfron,

hardly discernible. Again comes the blare of

the trumpets, and once more the screen flames

with orange modulations.

This is the opening, let us say, of a passage

of pathetic character in which accidentals often

intervene and the key tends to become minor.

The colour scheme, without being a direct trans-

lation, sympathizes with this— it is low in tone

and shows slight discords, and then gradually in

consonance with the sound-music develops a

more joyous character. At last a modified

form of the opening phrase is again reached

both in sound and colour. This leads to fresh

departures, and so the dual composition

proceeds.

It might be tedious to describe it further,

but this may suffice to give an idea of one
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EFFECTS BY COLOUR-MUSIC

kind of partnership which can be established

between colour and sound.

So far, however, we have only considered

the simple admixture of varying colour upon

the screen by means of the first form of the

colour-organ. This does not, however, by any

means exhaust the resources of the instrument

or the possibilities opened up by mobile colour.

A few instances may be given of other ways in

which the actual colour effects can be produced.

Let us imagine a low-toned tint upon the

screen. Upon this is thrown a single spot

of some other colour. That spot can be kept

stationary or it can be made to move. It can

be equal in intensity or can have a focussing

point of brilliancy within it. If it moves it

can be made to move rapidly or slowly, and

if it moves very rapidly it will produce the

effect upon the eye of a line or a pattern.'^

^ Professors Ayrton and Perry made some interesting

experiments vith a single spot of colour thrown upon the

white ground of a screen and made to move rhythmically,

some years ago in Japan. I was informicd of this after some

of my first colour-music experimients had been made public,

and a further reference to the subject will be found in

Chapter XIII.
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Other spots may be added to it, also station-

ary, or in slow or rapid movement, and if in

movement these movements may be in some

,sort of harmony or inter-relation.

Again reverting to our simple tint of colour

upon the screen, we may imagine a second

colour being thrown upon it and a net or

reticulated diaphragm interposed in the path

of the rays. The result will be that a portion

of the second colour will be cut off by the

solid parts of the net or diaphragm, and an

interweaving of two colours, partly mingled

and partly separated, will appear. If a third

set of rays of different colours be projected

upon it at the same time from another angle,

there will, of course, be a mingling of three

separate colours.

This on a large scale is very much what

happens when the three primary colours are

mingled in microscopically small dots by the

three-colour printing process, but there is this

important difference that each of two, three, or

more interwoven colours can be instantaneously

altered by the executant seated at the key-

board.
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EFFECTS BY COLOUR-MUSIC

In this way results can be obtained of very

great beauty, comparable to the interweavings

of colour produced by a limpid sea reflecting

a sunset.

In cold print all this sounds mere assertion,

but I can only ask the reader to believe that

the colour actually produced is far more beauti-

ful than can be imagined or described.

The screen itself may also take various forms

in order to resolve and break up the colours.

I have experimented with various substances

and materials, with opaque white drapery,

combined with gauze veils at various dis-

tances, and other arrangements, in order to

produce different effects. If it is wished still

further to elaborate the complexity of the

colour, the diaphragms can be made to move,

and very remarkable results are produced by

these movements. Some idea may be formed

of them by imagining the delicate markings

upon a shell to be seen in process of rapid

formation and disappearance, by the move-

ments of currents and eddies upon the surface

of running water, and to some extent by the

changing forms of a fleecy sky.
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Advancing further in the direction of colour

effects with a certain amount of form in them,

it may be interesting to refer to another series

of experiments which I have carried out.

It occurred to me that it might be interest-

ing to substitute what are known as the " Watts-

Hughes " sound-forms for the diaphragms

above referred to, or to project the "Watts-

Hughes " forms upon the screen in simple

black and white at the same time as the

colour tints. These sound forms are produced

by causing musical notes to act upon films of

liquid water-colour spread upon glass plates.

When a musical note, or a series of musical

notes, is played by a rather loud-sounding

musical instrument, or sung by the human

voice through a suitable trumpet placed close

to one of these liquid films, the colour arranges

itself in strange and decorative patterns upon

the glass. The effects obtained upon the

screen by interposing these plates are beautiful,

but it would seem difficult to make use ofthem

in writing a colour composition, though perhaps

further experiment may show this to be

possible.
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EFFECTS BY COLOUR-MUSIC

Any method of introducing form into the

colour upon the screen should be under the

control of the executant, and the forms above

mentioned being produced separately, cannot

of course be under his control. They are only

referred to because the results obtained have

been remarkable and suggestive. The best

method which I have devised of using them

experimentally is to throw them faintly on the

screen with pure white light, the colour being

super-imposed upon them while in movement.

This movement is given by a specially de-

signed apparatus.

There are various other ways of modifying

the colour effects upon the screen, which may

perhaps some day be employed in orchestral

compositions, but for the present it would

seem preferable to adhere to the simpler

methods of direct projection and admixture of

colour, with but occasional use of form.

Some reference has been made to modifi-

cations of the screen, i.e. the reflecting surface

upon which the colour is received.

The simplest form of screen is a plain flat

surface of white, like that used for a projection
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lantern—but many advantages are obtained by

varying this.

If the white drapery is hung in folds instead

of being tightly stretched, the effects of colour

upon it are more interesting because they have

more " quality " in them ; and substances with

a certain amount of texture, like white velvet,

are better than absolutely smooth ones. The

screen may also be modified by layers of white

cords at a little distance from it, hung

vertically, and this gives a very remarkable

resolution of the compound tints. There are

other modifications about which nothing

further need now be said.

Thus far we have considered the production

of colour-music by one, or at most two execu-

tants, but great variety and splendour of effects

could be obtained by the use of several mobile

colour-instruments used simultaneously.

This side of the subject the writer has not

followed very far, but it is evident that the

field for experiment is large. Electricity

makes the production and control of colour

far easier than it has ever been before, and

other supplementary forms of colour-instru-
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ment in which the colour is also evolved and

controlled by electricity might be devised.

As a partial explanation of the great beauty

of the colour obtained upon the screen, it

must be remembered that all the colours

visible upon it are produced by the admix-

ture of coloured light and not of pigments.

In colour-music therefore, as already pointed

out, the greater the number of colours com-

bined upon the screen the greater the ten-

dency, roughly speaking, towards increased

luminosity. This partly accounts for the

extreme purity and beauty of the colour when

properly combined upon the screen. Succes-

sive contrast—that is, contrasts of colours

following each other, but not presented to the

eye at the same moment—probably also has

much to do with this exceptional beauty.

Simultaneous contrast also exists when a colour-

chord is broken up into its constituents by the

diaphragms, or by the surface of the screen.

So that in colour-music we have two kinds of

contrast acting upon us, whereas in painting

there is but one.

Another fact that strikes most of those who
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see mobile colour effects for the first time, is

that they are introduced to a number of colours

which they have never seen before and to

which they can give no definite names. The

colour-organ is, in fact, an easy means of pro-

ducing those ranges of colour which it is

difficult or impossible to obtain by means of

paints, dyes, or other pigments, and which are

rare in nature or in other forms of art.

As already mentioned, the chief difficulty in

appreciating colour-music at the outset lies in

being unable to appreciate rapid changes of

colour upon the screen. Some persons do not

feel this difficulty at all, whilst with others it

only disappears after some weeks of training,

but as it disappears the desire for increased

rapidity of change steadily grows. At first the

succession of chords can hardly be slow enough

to give satisfaction, while later on and after

more experience the contrasting effect of

extremely rapid passages is eagerly demanded

by the eye and by the mind. This is interest-

ing as showing the educative effect of colour-

music upon the powers of the eye.

It is not easy to account for this difficulty as
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EFFECTS BY COLOUR-MUSIC

to rapidity at the outset, as it is quite clear that

our eyes are accustomed to rapid changes of

colour under ordinary circumstances. The

rapidity of change in a tumbling sea under a

brilliant sky is extreme, and yet we enjoy it

thoroughly. So also is the rapidity of alteration

of colour in moving objects and yet we can

appreciate it ; and in an express train the eye

finds little difficulty in watching the rapid

changes of colour presented to us by the

landscape as it flies past us.

My early experiments led me to think that

the difficulty was really due to alteration of

intensity or luminosity of colour, rather than

to that of tint or character of the colour, and it

occurred to me that the eflfect of this alteration

of intensity upon the eye might be greatly

lessened if the colour-field upon the screen

were surrounded by a background of pure

white light. This acted successfully to a great

extent, and in the newer forms of instrument

two vertical bars or stripes of strong and pure

white light are placed upon each side of the

colour-field and opposed by black.

Experience has shown that in a very short
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time displays of mobile colour awaken a rapidly

increased desire to see more of it. There is

no colour either in nature or elsewhere of

quite the same kind either as to its variety,

strength, or delicacy, and to those who love

colour—or perhaps even still more, to those

who have a latent sensitiveness to colour of

which they are almost unconscious—the new

art opens up an entirely new field of pleasure

and interest.

The first impressions received being, as

already noted, those of the beauty pf the colour

and of its variety, there usually follows after

this the demand, as in music, for a kind of

rhythm in the colour composition. The player,

for instance, gives us a passage of warm tints,

of orange and rose colour, succeeded by cooler

contrasts. The eye and mind then seem to

demand a return to, or echo of, warmer

colours. Or, if we translate this into time, if

a composition opens with several long-drawn

chords of colour succeeded by rapid phrases,

there is a tendency in most people to desire to

return to the balancing of effect of further slow

and single chords.
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EFFECTS BY COLOUR-MUSIC

The regular beat of a composition in well-

marked time can easily be felt in colour, and

time plays a far more important part than one

would have supposed likely or possible in

colour composition. To some extent it seems

to take the place of form, that is, form in the

sense in which the artist uses the word, though

form as understood by the musician is certainly

also felt in mobile colour.

The author has made many experiments with

regard to the introduction of form, as the

painter understands it, in the colour projected

upon the screen, and has come to the con-

clusion that if used at all it should be in-

definite or merely decorative and not in any

sense realistic. The kind of form, for in-

stance, which we see in cirrus clouds, while

very beautiful in itself, has no definite mean-

ing and is not calculated to distract the

mind from the beauty of the cloud colour

and yet is sufficiently interesting in itself.

This kind of form introduced into the

colour perhaps gives an added interest to it in

slow compositions, but in rapid ones the eye

and the mind have quite enough to do to
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appreciate and enjoy the colour Itself without

the addition of form, which would seem to

be an unnecessary complication. The whole

question of the introduction of decorative form

is, however, a very interesting one and might

well be explored farther. In music we are

perfectly satisfied with compositions which do

not express definite ideas, and in colour there

seems to be no reason why this should not

also be so if our colour sense is sufficiently

developed. If stringed Instruments had never

been invented, could it have been for a

moment supposed that a whole audience would

sit spell-bound under the sounds produced

by drawing a horse-hair bow over a tightened

gut-string without definite words or ideas

attached to such sounds ? It is simply the

Insufficient training of the colour sense in

many people that makes them demand form

in addition to colour, or prevents them from

enjoying colour for its own sake.
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CHAPTER VIII

THE COLOUR SENSE AND ITS DECAY

npHE decay of the colour sense has been

referred to already, but it may be as well

for us to consider the subject a little more fully,

for if this decay is occurring it forms an

important part of the plea for the further

development of a pure colour art.

There is, I believe, some danger of the need

for a better education of the colour sense being

overlooked or under-rated, because many of us

are unaware of the extent to which it has

deteriorated and is deteriorating, and because

we happen to be in contact with cultured or

artistic people amongst whom there has been a

slight revival of the feeling for colour.

It is perfectly true that a certain improve-

ment in colour as used in house decoration and

furniture has taken place, and that the scope

of that improvement has somewhat widened.
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But it still remains relatively small, and the

great majority of the lower middle and work-

ing classes are not only absolutely inartistic in

their tastes, but, as far as colour is concerned,

incapable of appreciating good colour to an

extent which it is difficult for some of us who

have always lived in the art world to realize.

Let us beware of concluding because we hear

much talk in drawing-rooms or country

houses about what Is, or is not, artistic in

colour, and much positive assertion upon the

subject, that there is any widespread revival

of the capacity for appreciating fine colour.

Any such complaisant belief will be rudely

shattered if almost any twenty people be taken

at random and their feeling for colour be put

to practical tests, or if we leave the average

British workman to carry out the simplest

piece of colour decoration upon his own

initiative. This applies to most other European

countries with nearly equal force, and we shall

understand the position better, and see more

clearly what we have lost and what are a few

of the possibilities we are drifting away from,

if we compare this state of feeling about colour,
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COLOUR SENSE AND ITS DECAY

firstly, with what it was in the Middle Ages ;

and secondly, with what it still is in many

Eastern countries.

If we go back to mediaeval times we find

good colour everywhere in pictures, mosaics,

and illuminated manuscripts, in the costumes

of the people, in stained glass and decorative

frescoes, in pottery and textiles ; and in these

and other things there is evidence of its having

been present amongst all classes. Do we not

continually return to the art works of these

great colour periods and study them with care

and reverence, while our best artists are almost

hopeless of excelling them in refinement and

strength ? Does not the glass of Chartres, Le

Mans or Fairford, or that of so many of the

great German and Spanish cathedrals, not only

excite our highest admiration, but our envy

;

and is it not rare for our most skilled colourists

to reach the colour harmonies of the craftsmen

who produced the enamels of Limoges, the

mosaics of St. Mark's, Ravenna, Monreale or

Cefalu ? Can we compare, with any satisfaction,

the average decorative coloured fabrics pro-

duced in Manchester, or other ofourmanu-
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facturing towns, with the exquisite woven

materials which were once common throughout

Europe, and which still linger in a few out-of-

the-way districts ?

If we turn from European mediaeval art to

that of the East, we find the contrast with the

present appreciation of colour in Europe—at

any rate in the decorative arts—still more

marked. Persia, India, Japan, and China have

all had their decorative colour arts for cen-

turies past, and they retain them to a great

extent to this day. Eastern colour is not only

strong and splendid, but is also subtle and

delicate to an extent which we can hardly

appreciate ; and though here and there there

may be a tendency for it, at the present day, to

run into the stereotyped forms which descend

from generation to generation without much

change, this cannot be said to be so everywhere.

The craftsmen of China and Japan are still

able to design in colour, to obtain ideas from

nature and transmute them into exquisite

decorative colour schemes. If it be argued

that the colour sense in Eastern nations has

from very early times been stronger and
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better than in Western ones, surely the reply

is that we should profit by their example, and

endeavour to render our eyes as sensitive to

colour and our minds as open to its influence

as theirs ; that we should, in fact, make special

endeavours to bring our appreciation of colour

up to their standards of the past as well as the

present. The artistic colour sense must have

been gradually developed in them as in us, and

we should study the mode of its development

even though our modern Western surround-

ings, apart from unspoilt nature, may be ugly

and colourless as compared with those of the

East, and our opportunities for seeing and

enjoying colour fewer. This very ugliness and

absence of colour is the outcome of our neglect,

and due to the decay or non-development of

the colour sense.

It can scarcely be disputed that at the

present day large numbers of people are

almost entirely insensible to colour, living in

the world without being conscious that nature

is full of beautiful colour harmonies, and never

stopping to ask themselves how much of the

beauty and interest of the surroundings of life
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are dependent on colour, or in the least realiz-

ing that there is urgent need for cultivation of

the colour sense.

It is not, however, necessary to press the

point. Even if the opinions expressed are

considered pessimistic or over-stated, it is

better to see clearly our weak points than to

under-rate them, and we shall at least lose

nothing by being on our guard against the

decay of the colour sense, whether it is, or is

not, as serious as some of us consider it to be.

Turning to another aspect of the question, I

think it can be shown that the possession

of a refined colour sense is of far more im-

portance to a nation than its possession of a

widespread musical one.

The defence of this bold assertion—which

will, it may be feared, raise the ire of many

musicians—may enable us better to see the

position.

I have not the slightest wish to disparage

music, which to me is one of the greatest of

the arts, and one of the greatest pleasures in

life, but it is at least conceivable that we might

live (as man did once live in the early cen-
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turlcs) without other music than that of the

birds or streams, and it is evident that there

are at present thousands of people who hear

hardly a note of music from one year's end to

another, so that music is not essential to life.

But unless we are blind, or colour-blind, it

is impossible for any of us to escape the influ-

ence of colour, be it good or bad. No object

of any kind (unless it be black or white) is

without colour. It is everywhere in nature,

most of whose beauty is chiefly dependent

upon it. In land and sea and sky it is omni-

present and in ever-changing variety—it is in

every house and street. In every room and

garden and field. We are constantly under

its action—beautiful or ugly, healthful or

morbid. We cannot escape from it if we

would.

Is it not certain, then, that as it enters so

much into our surroundings we cannot safely

afford to know nothing about it, or to neglect

to study it intelligently and cultivate our

feeling for it ?

Not only is It on all sides of us in nature

pure and simple, but It is also practically
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everywhere in man's handiwork. All he pro-

duces (unless it be sooty black or absolutely

white) has colour, and to a very large extent

that colour is within his choice, and depends

on his taste and the degree of the development

of his colour sense. He selects the colours

for most of the things he makes, modifies the

natural colour of objects in a thousand ways,

and has, in fact, the choice between good and

bad colour constantly presented to him, and

cannot escape from that choice. Moreover,

upon his sensitiveness to colour depends to

no small extent the effectiveness of his investi-

gations in many sciences and his capacity for

producing work of various kinds.

He stands, therefore, in a relation to colour

very different from his relation to music, of

which, if he is indifferent to it, he need have

little or none ; and colour must therefore be

of more immediate importance to him in his

daily life.

The doubt will, however, at once arise in

some minds whether, after all, this question of

colour and the colour sense is really of so

much importance— whether it does matter
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much if we are surruunded by bad colour or

not, or whether we do or do not neglect to train

and develop our feeling for colour.

To these questions the following points

may be submitted in proof of its import-

ance :

Firstly : Neglect tends to degrade and de-

stroy the great colour sense with which we

have been endowed, just as disuse of any

member of the body usually brings about its

atrophy or disease.

Secondly : Because much in civilization be-

sides art is dependent upon a widespread and

refined colour sense, without which many

channels of observation are closed. For

example, delicate questions of colour enter

into biological, chemical, and spectroscopic

research.

Thirdly : Our intellectual and even our

literary capacity is injured if we do not possess

a keen sense of colour. Without it our great

poets couM never have written many of the

best passages in some of their most imaginative

poems, for to give only one instance—the deli-

cate colour harmonies of sea or sky would
G 8l
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never have suggested many a subtle metaphor

or stimulated many a delightful phantasy.

Fourthly : The absence of a refined colour

sense, as already pointed out, affects us very

prejudicially in every kind of art, handicraft

or manufacture into which colour enters ; and

if, speaking from a national point of view, our

capacity for colour falls below that of other

nations, we shall not be able to compete with

them in many of these.

Fifthly : It has been shown that colour

has a direct influence upon health, mental and

even physical, and this influence is probably

greater than we have yet ascertained, and can-

not be properly studied without the possession

of the colour faculty.

Sixthly : Colour stands in a very similar

relation to us to that which music occupies

as a means of emotional expression, and the

increase in the happiness and interest of life

due to music will probably find a parallel in

the pleasure and interest derivable from

colour.

The importance of the retention and de-

velopment of a refined colour sense being
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admitted, two further questions at once arise :

firstly, whether it is possible to develop the

colour faculty by education in the individual

and in the race ; and, secondly, whether

colour-music has any such educative influence.

As to the first of these questions. It is

sometimes asserted that it is impossible to

develop the musical faculty in those who do

not possess it, that without a natural talent

for music a musical education is of very little

use. When we come to examine this asser-

tion, however, we find that it is but a half-

truth. There are doubtless persons who,

having no musical ear whatever, can by no

possibility be taught to appreciate music,

much less become musicians. But for the

majority of people, starting with some slight

appreciation of music, it is quite certain that

much can be done by education to develop

their pleasure and interest in it. We know

that this is so, and were it not most of our

study of music in schools and colleges would

be useless. The recent improvements in the

musical education of children upon new aural

methods have also proved it.
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Turning from music to colour, there are

of course those who are colour-blind, and

there are many intermediate stages between

total colour-blindness and a full sensitiveness

to all the colours upon the spectrum-band.

But the majority of people unquestionably

have a certain appreciation of colour, even

though it be slight or latent, and experience

has shown that it can be increased and refined

by education. Almost every artist realizes

this. He knows from experience that the

pictures he has seen and admired in which

colour plays an important part have had an

educative influence upon him. He knows

that his study of nature has had a similar

influence, and it cannot for a moment be

denied that as a rule those persons who are

brought up in artistic surroundings become

more sensitive to colour and are less satisfied

with the crude combinations which are suffi-

cient to please the uneducated.

In America the education of the colour

sense in children has been much more system-

atized than it has here. There are several

excellent handbooks upon the subject, and the
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COLOUR SENSE AND ITS DECAY

results obtained in elementary and other

schools have, I believe, been very satisfac-

tory. In Germany, and here and there in

England also, systematic training in the

matching of colours and distinguishing be-

tween tints varying very slightly has also

shown a movement in the right direction.

Passing from the general question of the

possibility of this education—as to which there

can be little difference of opinion—we now have

to consider whether colour-music has any such

educative influence. This is, of course, purely

a matter of experience, and it can only be

stated in general terms that experiment has

shown that it has such an influence. The

more the eye is trained to notice very slight

differences of tint in colour, the more sensi-

tive does it become to these differences. In

colour-music not only is an immense variety

of tints presented to the eye, but the changes

in these tints are often very rapid. At first

they are not fully appreciated, but in course

of time the eye gradually learns to follow and

to enjoy the rapidity of change, and it also

becomes more sensitive to very slight differ-
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ences of combination. On general grounds

also it may be reasonably argued that the use

of any faculty tends to strengthen and develop

it ; and it is therefore probable, if not certain,

that an art devoting itself entirely to colour

would, and must, develop the special faculty

to which it appeals. There can, in fact, be

very little doubt that the art of mobile colour

does stimulate and strengthen the colour sense

even in a comparatively short time, and, were

it in more general use, its effects and influence

would of course be wider, and therefore the

contentions as to its importance in this respect

on general grounds would seem to be well

founded.
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CHAPTER IX

THE EMOTIONAL INFLUENCES OF COLOUR

T^HE reference in the last chapter to the

emotional influences of colour brings us

back to the original contention that not only is

a pure colour art possible in theory, but that

in practice it has wider capabilities and power

of education than can easily be realized.

It is difficult for many people, however, to

understand that colour can be enjoyed and

appreciated apart from form in at all the same

kind of way that musical sound can be enjoyed

In music. How, they say, can you Isolate

colour and produce it apart from form and

make it interesting or beautiful ? In reply, let

us go to Nature for examples of how she does

something of the same kind.

There are few people who cannot admire a

sunset. Yet in many sunsets there is little

form, and In some there Is none. The lower
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expanse of a cloudless sky may, for instance,

be suffused with primrose, orange or crimson,

slowly changing either as to depth and inten-

sity, or in respect of its actual colour. The

latter may perhaps darken through tints of

amber into blue and violet, or fade into pale

peacock-green and ashy grey through endless

subtle gradations, and yet cloud-forms may be

entirely absent. But who shall say that such

a series of colour harmonies is without beauty

or interest ?

To take another instance from nature. In

a wide expanse of sea there may be little form

—if we exclude a certain amount of structure

to be seen in the nearer waves or ripples—and

the beauty of its effect often depends almost

entirely upon its colour, fluctuating in intensity

and full of texture, but appealing to us mainly

as colour alone. Yet how exquisite may be the

varieties of tint in almost any given space of it,

with gradations and interweavings of green

and turquoise, deep blue and violet, with

sparkle of pearly grey and depths of dark

indigo and purple.

Many other examples from nature might be
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given, but these two will suffice to show that

colour can be appreciated in nature for its own

sake apart from form ; and, upon reflection,

most people will admit that even under these

conditions it acts upon us emotionally.

Even when a sunset has beautiful form as

well as beautiful colour, it is usually the colour

that strikes most people and remains in their

memory, and produces the chief emotional

impression.

The writer recalls a sunset at Ruta, near

Genoa, to which this would probably apply,

and it may also serve as a further example of

nature's compositions in mobile colour.

As the sun sank across the Bay of Genoa

the sloping mountains of the Riviera, clad with

olives, accentuated by rocky peaks, and with

the pale white towers of towns and villages

scattered along the coast-line, were all bathed

in a warm golden glow of sunlight. The sea

was a liquid peacock-blue shot with green and

violet, and the long line of the more distant

Maritime Alps, stretching out across the hori-

zon, told against the sky in a tender shade of

greenish blue.
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The effect thus began with a harmony in

subdued gold and blue. As the sun neared

the horizon, cloudlets formed above the distant

peaks of the mountains and arranged themselves

into those subtle fan-like groups which are often

so exquisite in form and colour. At first these

were of a pale dove colour, deepening from

minute to minute and accentuating by contrast

the light behind them. High above them

appeared a few fleecy strands of vapour which

soon drifted into delicate rose-coloured fila-

ments continually changing their shape and

gradually overhanging the lower fields of

colour with a lace-like canopy across the whole

width of the sky. Meanwhile the glowing

light upon the nearer mountains and woods had

been shut off and they had sunk into a tender

green-grey, warmed in places by feeble tones of

umber and madder. The distant mountains

remained of the same deep peacock-blue, but

the sea began to assume that strange rare

colour of wine which is sometimes described

by the Greek poets.

The first chord of this evening symphony of

colour had given place to a series of others in
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which grey and rose were contrasted with grey-

green, and in which the purple of the sea

seemed as if it were a somewhat disturbing

accidental note.

Further changes then took place, and the sky

behind the mountains and the dove-coloured

clouds became of a lemon tint streaked

with topaz which gradually turned into a cool

cinnamon, while glowing lakelets of aqua-

marine appeared in the lower sky. Mean-

while the topmost cloud filaments, far over-

head, were deepening in colour, and from pale

rose had become crimson, while the background

of pure sky had changed almost to violet gradat-

ing downwards into paler tones.

Finally the splendour of the upper colour-

ing faded away and the crimson filaments

became a dusky grey touched here and there

with a faint flush of pink. The sea darkened,

and lines of current showed themselves upon

its surface in cooler tones. The horizon on

the other hand became suffused with ruby

light, and the far-off mountains stood out

sharply against it like the lead lines of a

stained -glass window. Everything then
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deepened rapidly, and at last there was only-

one note of dull vermilion amongst the dying

chords of grey and umber.

I think it may fairly be claimed that this,

like many another sunset, was a piece of

natural colour-music, and that it was well

calculated to act on the emotions and to lead

the mind from impressions of joyful beauty to

the restful peace of night, though unlike the

compositions of the colour musician it could

never be seen again in all its fulness and

variety. No doubt some of its impressive-

ness may have been due to the place and

the poetic ideas associated with it, but how

much less impressive would the whole scene

have been under the glare of the midday

sun or without the colour harmonies which

have been described. It cannot, in fact,

be denied that colour has an emotional influ-

ence in nature as it certainly has in pictorial

art, and our own experiences, as well as the

investigations of the psychologist, go to show

that that influence is to a considerable extent

independent of form.

If, then, colour in nature both with and
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without form is interesting and beautiful, and

if we are able by means of the colour-organ to

obtain somewhat similar effects to those in

nature, it may be argued as probable that we

could arouse emotions of a similar kind. This

is found from experiment to be the case ; and

the next question is how far these emotional

influences can be extended, and whether they

can be made to assist in educating the colour

sense.

It may be safely asserted that hardly any

two persons are equally sensitive to the action

of colour upon their eyes and minds ; and, in

testing the effects of colour-music upon various

people, this appears in a very marked way. We
find, of course, exactly the same thing with

regard to music. There are some to whom
music is the keenest joy in life, others to

whom it is a moderate pleasure, others who

are indifferent to it, and, finally, those who

will candidly tell you that it is a pain to

them.

It might, therefore be expected that colour-

music would be variously appreciated by dif-

ferent people, and this has proved to be the
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case. For some of those who see it for the

first time there is a good deal about it which

it is difficult for them to understand or appre-

ciate, while there are others who find keen en-

joyment and interest in it from the beginning.

But it has been found that, within broad lines,

the emotional effects produced by given pas-

sages upon different people are similar. That

is to say, a colour-phrase of well-marked emo-

tional tendencies will induce the same kind of

mental attitude in various people. But, as in

music, when we get away from these broad

divisions of effect, the emotional results of

less marked passages are much more un-

certain.

There is one difficulty which has to be faced

from the first, namely, that the full emotional

effect of mobile colour upon the mind cannot

be obtained without use of the contrast between

slow and fast passages. But unfortunately, as

has been said, in most cases, a spectator to

whom mobile colour is a new, or nearly new,

experience, cannot follow fast changes without

considerable difficulty, and certainly cannot

properly appreciate them. His eye is unedu-
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cated and puzzled. From this it will be easily

understood that there are certain difficulties in

showing effects of mobile colour except of an

elementary description to untrained spectators.

The appreciation of colour-music, however,

rapidly develops after a few days' experience

of it, but education and explanation are abso-

lutely necessary at the outset.

Something has already been said about the

expression of pathos and of joyfulness by

means of colour, but it may be well here to

give an example. Any sequence of colour

which changes gradually from brightness and

purity into depth of tone and greyness will,

by general consent, be more or less pathetic.

It is quite true that into this change enters

the mere alteration of tone as distinct from

tint, or, in other words, of light and darkness

as opposed to colour. That is, however, also

the case more or less in music, and it is diffi-

cult, if not impossible, to separate tone from

tint in questions of emotional expression.

But the very fact that the adjective " sad

"

is constantly applied to colour shows a general

recognition of the fact of some colours being
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less suggestive of joy and brightness than

others. Upon the instrument itself it is easy

to show colour passages which have a pathetic

tendency, and it is equally certain that phrases

which are thoroughly suggestive of brightness

and pleasure can be given, while between

these two extremes lie rich fields of inter-

mediate emotional possibilities.

To take an extreme example of emotional

expression in colour, let us imagine a low-

toned tint of dark purple which is slowly

varied by successive chords of cooler and

cooler colour until the purple has gradually

changed into a deep blue with indefinite

fluctuations towards absolute blackness. Now
let us imagine a few short notes of half-

developed red, then one blaze of deep crimson,

and then a return to absolute darkness with

faint suggestions of the previous purple and

peacock-blue. I do not think that such a

passage would have any other significance for

the majority of people if its emotional effect

were analysed than that of theatrical tragedy,

though, as in music, this significance will

always remain an indefinite and disputable one.
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Speaking generally, the popular idea that

low-toned colours are less exciting than bright

ones, is borne out by mobile colour experi-

ments.

As in nature, iridescence produces some

of the most beautiful results in colour-music,

and in rapid passu^es iridescent contrasts and

harmonies affect the mind more than slow

successions of plain colours or chords. These

iridescent effects can be obtained in various

ways—for example, by breaking up the com-

ponent colours by diaphragms before they reach

the screen, or by the surface of the screen

itself, and very rapid successions of colour

notes also produce the impression of irides-

cence.

If we examine a natural object which has

iridescent colouring—for instance, the surface

of some shells, or a piece of iridescent glass

—

we shall, I think, be led to the conclusion that

great part of the beauty of the colour depends

upon the minute contrasts contained within it.

Red shades off into violet or green, in ex-

tremely small streaks and bars, and the vio-

lently contrasting colours are not large enough
H 97
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in quantity to be disagreeable—for quantity is

an important element in questions of colour

contrast—and yet they are sufficient to be ex-

citing to the eye and the senses. Iridescence

in nature always attracts us, and excites

pleasurable emotions. We invariably admire

it in the sunlit spray of the torrent, the

plumage of the bird or the wing of the dragon-

fly—and colour-music gives us the power of

bringing it into being at our will and using it

as an aesthetic influence.
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CHAPTER X

THE EDUCATIONAL INFLUENCES OF COLOUR-MUSIC

CIDE by side with the advantages of the

new art as a wholesome emotional stimulus

like music are its educational effects upon the

colour sense. It is very remarkable to note

how rapidly it produces increased sensitiveness

to slight divergencies of colour, and how, after

a short time, the eye can appreciate these

differences much more quickly.

At first in any rapid passages of mobile

colour most of the slight changes are scarcely

felt at all, and it is only after a week or two

that those compositions in which they most

appear begin to give the greater satisfaction.

Primarily it is the strong contrasts and the

vivid colour combinations which most appeal

to people, while later the delicate and subtle

passages produce the greater impression and

are more keenly enjoyed. In music, of course,
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we find the same thing, though perhaps not in

so marked a degree.

There is also another side to the matter.

Hitherto colours have chiefly been produced

by mixing them on the palette or in the dye-

vat, or in some other more or less laborious

way ; their production has also been, to a

considerable extent at any rate, dependent as

to their range and variety upon the character

and scope of the pigments used. With the

colour - organ, however, an almost infinite

variety of colour combinations can be obtained

with no more trouble than in sitting down to

the keyboard and running the fingers over

the keys, and a vast variety of very exquisite

tints are obtained with ease which it is ex-

tremely difficult and often impossible to pro-

duce by paints or dyes. Among these colours

are thousands to which no name can be given,

many of which one has never seen before,

and the memory for colour is exercised in

endeavouring to retain some recollection of

them. Not only, therefore, is the colour sense

rendered more sensitive, but the memory for

colour is also trained, and in any art deal-
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ing with colour the memory plays a very

important part. It is, in fact, to a large

extent, due to the absence of a strong memory

for colour that a great deal of modern de-

corative and imaginative art work leaves so

much to be desired, as is now generally ad-

mitted amongst artists.

If the decorative painter has not got a well-

developed colour memory, he will be unable

to retain the impressions of beautiful colour

harmonies which he sees in nature, and make

use of them in his designs. Even in a direct

transcript or study from nature the memory

comes into play, for effects change from

moment to moment, and the mere observation

of a colour and the attempt to mix it on the

palette is in itself an act of memory.

In watching the effects produced by the

colour-organ upon the screen, slow and simple

compositions should be studied at first ; and as

an exercise and training for the eye, it is a good

plan for the observer to take the colours tint

by tint and guess at the combinations which

produce them, verifying them afterwards by

reference to the keyboard.
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The amount of pleasure and interest derived

from colour compositions varies immensely

with individuals. An interesting instance of

this was the case of a well-known London

doctor, who told the author, after first seeing

a recital of colour-music, that he was absolutely

unappreciative of any form of " sound-music,'*

that it was, in fact, a pain to him, and that he

had always detested it ; " but," he said, " from

the moment that I first saw a display of mobile

colour, 1 realized what I had missed all my life

through my inability to appreciate music. It

opened up a new world of sensations to me and

gave me the greatest mental pleasure I have

ever experienced." This clearly shows that to

some persons mobile colour would, or does, fill

the place which music cannot occupy in their

lives.

On the other hand, there can be little doubt

that to some, though they would hardly own

it, colour of any kind is more or less un-

pleasant, and they would prefer to live in a

monotonic world. One must therefore be

prepared for a great variety of opinions with

regard to any such art as that of mobile colour.
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The majority of people will probably derive a

moderate but increasing pleasure from it.

There are many to whom it at once provides

a surpassingly interesting source of enjoyment

and education, and some to whom, like my
medical friend, it will open up an entirely new

world of sensations ; and there are others, again,

to whom it will be supremely distasteful. It

is well to recognize this to avoid disappoint-

ment, and be prepared for very divergent

expressions of opinion about it.

Speaking broadly, it appeals most to those

who have had an artistic training into which

colour has entered, and it is less attractive to

those whose interests centre in music. This

is not what the author personally expected.

He imagined that the connection with music

being so close on some points, those who

would take the greatest interest in mobile

colour would be musicians ; but, with some

striking exceptions amongst distinguished mu-

sicians, the musical world, as far as it has yet

come into contact with colour-music, has been

at first inclined to see points of divergence

rather than those of analogy and to look upon
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the art as a possible rival. A similar attitude

is often adopted towards any new departure

in science or art, and there is no reason for

resenting it ; it merely makes the co-operation

of those amongst musicians who are able to

take a sympathetic view and welcome the en-

deavour to open up new fields of investigation

all the more valuable.

In some cases musicians, on the other hand,

are very susceptible to the influences of colour.

The German author Finck says, in reference

to Wagner in the following curious passage,

that " splendour, beauty, light, all the com-

ponents of colour, were claimed by him as

the rights of genius ; from these in his life he

gave in art the rich clangtones and tints which

distinguish his music from all others. Wagner's

love of colour in tones extended itself to his

actual surroundings, and the influence of the

glorious colouring with which he constantly

surrounded himself is to be felt in every note

of music he ever wrote. Catulle Mendes

describes him as having been attired in coat

and trousers of golden satin embroidered with

pearls and flowers ; for he had a passionate
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love for luminous stuffs that spread them-

selves like sheets of flame. Velvets and

silks abounded in his drawing-room in broad

masses and flowing pleats, anywhere, without

pretext of furniture, without other reason

than their beauty of colour, to give him the en-

chantment of their glorious brilliancy. Wag-

ner fully realized the influence of these colour

surroundings on his genius and his music, for

he wrote, in a letter to Frau Wille, ' Is it really

such an outrageous demand if I claim a right

to the little bit of luxury I like ; I who am

preparing enjoyment for the world, for

thousands ? I am differently organized from

other men. I must have beauty, colour,

light;

"

With this testimony to the influence of

colour upon the mind of a great musical

composer, it is surely not too much to hope,

or even to expect, that colour-music with its

endless variety and magnificence of colour

effects may well be of use in the future as a

stimulating influence to musicians. Wagner's

operas, as we all know, when they were first

performed were attacked with insensate fury
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in France, and abused by the musical critics

in England. If, therefore, colour-music should

have aroused some slight opposition in the

musical world, as well as have received some

tributes of warm appreciation, there is no

cause for surprise or discouragement. Wagner

did not disdain to call in the assistance of

colour both in his operas and in his surround-

ings, and were he alive now the writer

believes that he would have found in him a

warm supporter of some of the claims put

forward on behalf of a mobile colour art.

The educational effects of such an art are

probably not confined to its action upon those

into whose work or interests colour largely

enters, but may well exercise an indirect

psychological influence upon other arts of

quite a different kind.
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CHAPTER XI

MOBILE COLOUR AND THE ARTIST

T^URNING from musicians to painters,

colour-music, of course, makes a much

more direct appeal to the latter. To them the

two specially new qualities in regard to this

presentment of colour are, its separation

from form and the introduction of time and

rhythm. At first the absence of form makes

the full appreciation of the colour some-

what difficult to them, every artist being

trained to regard colour as occupying more or

less definite spaces and shapes. But, on the

other hand, the extremely subtle changes and

interweavings of colour, the new methods of

producing texture and quality, the rapid con-

trasts, the interesting changes of harmony,

and the joy of being able to produce and

study colour with the ease afforded by the

colour-organ, makes them at once appreciative
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of the new art and more open to see Its present

and future possibilities than the musicians.

Sir Hubert von Herkomer's remarks as to

mobile colour will have been read with in-

terest as bearing upon this point—all the

more so, perhaps, from the fact that he is

an able musical composer as well as a great

painter.

An artist thinks little of undertaking a long

and tedious journey in order to be able to watch

and study the magnificent colour harmonies

of southern seas ; the brilliant eifects of sun-

light upon the white buildings and costumes

of Tunis or Tangier ; or to give himself the

opportunity of making a few rapid transcrip-

tions of sunsets only to be seen in the sierras

of Spain or the deserts of Egypt. When, there-

fore, he Is provided with an instrument by

means of which he can study and analyse some-

what similar effects of colour at a moment's

notice, he feels that a new power is placed

within his grasp and appreciates its acquisition.

It is first the technical qualities of colour that

will most appeal to him. He is principally

interested in the impressions produced by the
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interweaving of opposing colours and the

resultant effects of luminosity and other

beautiful qualities, and also by the aesthetic

emotions produced by contrasts Into which

the element of time enters. Just as in a

picture a contrast is largely Influenced by the

relative size of contrasting colour patches, or,

in other words, by the relative masses of colour,

so in mobile colour contrast Is greatly modified

in its effects on the eye and mind by the length

of time during which the contrasting colours

remain upon the screen. If, for instance, it

is flooded with a deep red for a second or two,

and a short sharp note of sapphire-blue is then

struck, the contrast will be greater than that

produced by two brief notes of scarlet and blue

of equal duration. A whole series of rapid

notes of colour of equal length which are more

or less In contrast to each other affect the

colour- senses less strongly than the same

colours In contrast with others when of longer

duration upon the screen.

Of special interest also to artists Is the

introduction of the element of time into

gradated effects of colour by means of mobile
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colour instruments. In a picture or in a decora-

tive design, gradation—that is to say, the

gradual increase of the strength of colour

over a given area—often occurs. In the works

of the great landscape painters—such, for

instance, as Turner, where the problems of

atmosphere and space have interested him

so greatly—gradation of colour is present

almost everywhere. But it is, as it were,

fixed gradation ; it may begin slowly and may

rapidly increase in depth and intensity over

a given space until it culminates in a strong

point or focus. Its rate of change may also

be quite equal and steady with no rapid in-

crease and no rapid decrease, but in both cases,

once stated, it is fixed and definite, whereas

when colour is produced by the colour-organ

under conditions of gradation, whether it be

towards intensification or of weakening of the

colour, it grows, or wanes, under the eye of

the spectator and can be quickened, or retarded,

at the will of the executant. Gradation of

colour under such conditions becomes much

more interesting.

Mobile colour is also of practical aid to the

no
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artist, because it enables him to try almost

any scheme of colour he may have in his mind

without the laborious process of transferring

it to canvas or paper. He can sit down at

the keyboard of the colour instrument, and

starting from some chord of colour which

pleases him can try various sequences of other

colours and other combinations without the

least difficulty. He can come back to his

original chord and try fresh ones without

having to clean his palette or provide a new

canvas, and he can, at any moment, if he

wishes to make a study of the effects he has

decided upon, reproduce these colour schemes

upon the screen and make notes of them

before he begins his picture.

Many artists wisely keep objects of beauti-

ful colour in their studios in order to be able

to bring their minds into tune with the

beauty of colour in nature or art. Some

choose Oriental china, others Limoges enamel,

others the plumage of birds or collections of

gems and minerals, others, again, mediaeval

and oriental draperies or stained glass. But

the artist who has access to a mobile colour
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instrument—which it is to be hoped will some

day take such a simplified form that it will be

within the reach of everyone—can at any time

sit down and obtain thousands of suggestions,

almost at haphazard.

This is one of the uses of the colour-organ

for the artist. But what is of more import-

ance to us for the moment is the emotional

effect of mobile colour. Less sensitive as a

rule than the musician to rhythm and all

the complexities of time and counter-point,

he is, by his training, much more open to

receive emotional influences from the colour

itself. It is, however, interesting to note that

owing, as a rule, to this training, or perhaps

to the very constitution of his mind and feel-

ing, he will have an instinctive preference for

certain schemes and combinations of colour

rather than others. As the music of colour

floods the screen, his preference for certain

arrangements, or symphonies of colour, will

be very marked, and it is curious to note

the great divergencies of opinion amongst

artists with regard to the preferability of some

arrangements over others. The pleasure or
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pain produced by colour are much more pro-

nounced, in most cases, with the artist than

with the ordinary spectator, and it is therefore

to the artist that the new art must look in the

future, as it has up to the present time, for

the greatest assistance in its development. Ex-

perience has shown that once having overcome

the disconcerting realization of the fact that

colour does not require form to make it

beautiful or interesting, the eye of the artist

becomes rapidly educated to appreciate the

subtleties of colour-music.

A point that strikes most artists is that

already alluded to, that however many colours

are mixed upon the screen, there is no ten-

dency towards deadness or impurity of colour

as in the case of pigments. The greater the

number of colours projected upon the screen,

the greater the tendency towards white light ;

whereas in pigments, the greater the number

of colours mixed upon the canvas, the greater

the tendency towards blackness.

Vast numbers of combinations appear in

colour-music which are seldom or never seen

in art and very rarely in nature, and these are
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specially worthy of the painter's attention.

One practical difficulty is that the colour

appears in a darkened room, and can therefore

only be compared with other tints produced in

a similar way, and not with local colour of

objects placed near the screen. But a special

arrangement for comparison of the local colour

of particular objects can be made by throwing

detached beams of white light from an arc-lamp

upon them. The two narrow bands or strips of

pure white light usually projected upon the

screen at each side of the colour-field also give

a standard of comparison between the colours

upon it and absolute white, and enable the

depth and intensity of low tones to be better

appreciated. If no such bands of light are

used, low-toned colours, by reason of their

being surrounded by darkness, are apt to

appear too luminous, and their full strength

cannot be realized. Somewhat the same con-

ditions exist in stained glass windows in a

dark church, and it was probably in order to

enable the beauty of the sombre colours which

the great stained glass designers of the Middle

Ages often used that they frequently sur-
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rounded their pictorial designs by fields ot

white or grey glass. This is very marked in

the windows at Fairford, and in much German

glass, and the principle has been adopted by a

whole school of modern English glass painters

in imitation of them.

Another very important effect of the white

bands is to prevent, as has already been said,

the colour changes from becoming too dazzling

to the eye and too violent in their effect.

Their width is an important point and has to

be found experimentally. If they are too

wide, the brilliancy of the paler tints is in-

jured ; if, on the other hand, they are too

narrow, the depth of the darker ones is not

fully appreciated.

The use of the colour-organ in training the

memory for colours may become important to

young artists, many of whom neglect this

training and regret it later in their careers.

There are many people who have a keen

musical faculty in other respects, but have no

musical memory, and so there are many excel-

lent artists who have a very feeble memory for

colour, largely, perhaps, because they have not
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cultivated it systematically. Endless exercises

in memory training for colour are possible

with the colour-organ, and many interesting

experiments in this direction have been

made.
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CHAPTER XII

SOME SCIENTIFIC OPINIONS

/CONSIDERING the question of the analogy

between colour and musical sounds purely

from the scientific standpoint, there is, broadly

speaking, a general agreement amongst scien-

tific men that there are some remarkable points

of resemblance between the respective modes

of being of the spectrum-band and the musical

octave. In both, the sensations produced

upon the eye and the ear are due to varia-

tions of frequency of pulsation in the air

and the luminiferous ether respectively. But,

starting from this broad general statement of

fact, there are divergencies of opinion as to

how far further resemblances extend, and the

question has perhaps been additionally compli-

cated lately by the wide acceptance of the

electron theory. As long as we confine it to

physical science the path for the investigator
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to follow Is, as far as it will take him, a fairly

clear one. Physical facts as to the production

of colour and of sound can, within certain

limits, be definitely stated and compared. But

when we come to the consideration of the

effects of colour and of sound upon our eyes

and ears, and through them upon our minds

and emotions, upon memory and association,

and upon those springs of suggestion and

mental impulse which are so closely con-

nected with art, we are in an altogether

different domain and one within which there

must necessarily be almost endlessly varied

opinions.

Amongst scientific men we shall therefore not

be surprised to find that some attach consider-

able weight to the analogy between the spectrum-

band and the octave, and the action of colour

and sound upon us mentally and emotionally ;

and that others attach very little and endeavour

to confine themselves solely to the physical

outlook. We may, perhaps, go as far as to

say that valuable and helpful as is the opinion

of men of science with regard to the latter, it

is to those who have been trained to observe
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and study the emotional effects of colour and

sound upon us, and whose lives have been

spent in experimenting upon these influences

through the medium of their work—namely,

to the artist, to the musician, and also to

the psychologist—that we should turn for

further assistance in investigating the diffi-

cult and interesting questions connected with

our subject, many of which press for solu-

tion.

But, at the same time, it is of great interest

to compare the opinions of various scientific

men of eminence, and in this chapter it is

therefore proposed to give a brief summary of

some of these opinions.

The general points of resemblance between

colour and sound struck the earlier men of

science very forcibly, and there are numerous

references to them in their publications.

There is not, however, much profit in going

back to these opinions, as the scientific out-

look, even with regard to physical science,

changes so rapidly ; but the following extracts

from the works of the earlier authorities of

our own time may be of interest :
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Prof. Tyndall wrote :

" The pitch of sound is wholly determined

by the rapidity of the vibration. JVhat pitch

is to the ear in acoustics^ colour is to the eye in the

undulatory theory of light, . . . Nevertheless,

this great theory of undulation, like many
another truth, had to establish by hot conflict

its rights and existence. Illustrious names

were arrayed against it.*'
^

In Ganot's Handbook of Physics occurs the

following :

"The analogy between the phenomena of

light and sound is very close. ... A red light

is due to a comparatively long undulation and

corresponds to a deep sound ; while a violet

light is due to a short undulation and corre-

sponds to an acuter sound." ^

Prof. H. Schellen, in his well-known work

upon Spectrum Analysis^ states :

" Different colours are only produced by the

different degrees of rapidity with which the

ether vibrations recur, just as the various notes

in music depend upon the rapidity of the suc-

1 Prof. Tyndall, On Light.

2 G 2ino\!s Physics, Edited by E. Atkinson, ph. d., f.c.s.
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cession of the vibrations of air. Colours are

to the eye what musical tones are to the

ear."
'

Or again, in Preston's Theory of Light the

author writes :

" As the pitch (or musical colour) of a note

is determined by the frequency of its vibra-

tions, so it is the frequency of the vibrations

in the luminiferous ether that determines the

colour."

In the last edition of the Textbook of

Physics by A. W. Duff (1910) the matter is

still referred to thus :

" It is a matter of common experience

that the colour of a beam of light does not

change when it enters water, hence frequency

rather than wave-length determines colour.

Colour is therefore analogous to pitch in

sound."

Professor Heinrich Rubens, the great in-

vestigator of the infra-red rays, would also

appear to group them in octaves as a con-

1 Prof. H. Schellen, Spectrum Analysis. Edited by Sir

W. de W. Abney, f.r.s.
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venient method of nomenclature ; but I am

not aware how far he considers the musical

analogy to extend.

Professor R. A. Gregory, who tells me that

he considers that the analogies between musical

sounds and colour are remarkably close, makes

the following statement with regard to the

musical octave, which is exceptionally clearly

put and may be of interest in any comparison

between the two scales of colour and sound.

" The major diatonic scale, such as is

represented by the sequence of the white notes

of a piano, commencing with the middle C, is

built up in the following manner : a second

major chord is obtained by starting from C^,

the octave of C, and descending in the

ratio 6:5:4. This gives frequencies of 48,

40, and 32 ; and these correspond to the notes

C\ A, and F. This set of three notes is known

as the ^ sub-dominant chord.' Finally, a third

major chord is obtained by starting from G,

and ascending in the ratio 4:5:6. This

gives frequencies of 36, 45, and 54 ; and these

correspond to the notes G, B, and D^ This is

known as the ^ dominant chord.' The note

D^ is above the octave of C, and its lower
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octave D, having a frequency 27, falls between

C and E. Thus we obtain the following

sequence of notes into which the octave may
be divided :

Notes CDEFGABC
Vibrations

| ^ 00 o c ^ a

per second] ^^6 288 320 341-3 384 426-6 480 512

Frequency 24 27 30 32 36 40 45 48
Interval (com- ^ 5 ^ 3 5 is 2 "i
pared with C) ^«'

* ^ 2 ^- «

Leaving the strictly physical side of the

matter for a moment, the following observations

by Helmholtz are interesting as showing that

he felt the limitations of the older arts into

which colour enters, and that they therefore

occupied a totally different position from music

and had less to do with what he calls " pure

sensation." They almost suggest regret at the

absence of any art using colour for the purpose

of influencing the emotions in a similar way

to that in which music uses harmonic sounds

:

" Music stands in a much closer connection

with pure sensation than any other of the arts.

The latter rather deal with what the senses

apprehend, that is, with the images ofoutward

^ A Claabook of Physics^ by Prof. R. A. Gregory, p. 345.
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objects, collected by physical processes from

immediate sensation. Poetry aims most dis-

tinctly of all at merely exciting the formation

of images, by addressing itself especially to

imagination and memory, and it is only by

subordinate auxiliaries of a more musical kind,

such as rhythm and imitations of sounds, that

it appeals to the immediate sensation ofhearing.

Hence its effects depend mainly on psychical

action. The plastic arts, although they make use

of the sensation of sight, address the eye almost

in the same way as poetry addresses the ear.

Their main purpose is to excite in us the image

of an external object of determinate form and

colour. The spectator is essentially intended

to interest himself in this image and enjoy its

beauty ; not to dwell upon the means by which

it was created." ^

Many modern painters would not entirely

agree with this limitation of the scope of paint-

ing, and it has become the fashion to refer

much to the means by which a pictorial effect

is produced in present-day art criticism, but,

nevertheless, Helmholtz* contention is in the

main a true one, that music has hitherto stood

^ HelmhohZf Sensations of Tone, />. 2.
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alone as an art in its close connection with pure

sensation, and that the other arts being more or

less tied to the expression of form and definite

ideas cannot use colour in the same kind of

way as music uses sound.

Dr. G. D. Macdonald published an interest-

ing book some years since upon " The agree-

ment of the musical and colorific scales," and

stated, inter alia^ that " the inference is there-

fore legitimate that if the analogy of the

musical scale were taken as a guide, the special

points of the spectrum whose respective vibra-

tions would compose a well-tempered diatonic

scale of colour may readily be chosen."^ This,

of course, is matter of opinion, and I give the

statement with all reservation.

Professor Grove was also struck by the

closeness of the apparent relation between

sound and colour, and, though the artistic

possibilities of the use of colour in similar

ways to sound did not strike him in refer-

ence to the subject, he said in his Correlation

of Physical Forces that " the analogies in the

^ Sound and Colour^ by Dr. G. D. Macdonald, f.r.s.
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progression of sound and light are very

numerous."

To summarize briefly. The physicist rightly

confines his attention to the physical facts to

be observed with regard to the production of

colour in the spectrum and in other ways, to

theories concerning the nature of light and

colour, and to deductions which may be drawn

from their physical phenomena, and to what

they can tell us with regard to the sources

from which they emanate and their chemical,

electrical, and other material effects. He ex-

periments upon sound in a similar way and

considers it from a like standpoint, and he

notes points of physical analogy between the

two sets of phenomena, but he leaves the

intricate question of the effects of colour

and sound upon our senses and our minds

to the biologist and the psychologist, as

also the deductions which they may draw

from their observations. Harmony and dis-

cord, contrasts and blending in sound and

in colour are, for instance, questions directly

concerned with the impressions produced upon

us, are complicated by various psychical con-
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siderations, and are therefore more or less

outside the domain of physical science. The

latter with its clear and unbiased vision gives

us its invaluable assistance up to a certain

point, but there it leaves us, as to this

question of colour sensations and their mental

influences, to pursue our own experiments

and make our own deductions.
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CHAPTER XIII

REMARKS UPON CRITICISMS AND APPRECIA-

TIONS OF COLOUR-MUSIC

TN this chapter it is proposed to consider

some of the points which have arisen

during the long series of experiments made

in mobile colour, and also to give a brief

summary of some of the critical and other

opinions from outside sources.

These two classes of opinions and criticisms

are, of course, very diverse both in character

and value. The small group of musicians,

artists, and others who have followed or taken

part in the experiments carried out personally

by the author, and have watched the con-

struction and reconstruction of the colour-

organ and similar instruments, have been in a

very much better position to discover weak

points and appreciate strong ones than those

who have merely been present at one or two

public lectures where it has not been possible
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to enter into long explanations or discussion

of the objects aimed at, the questions at issue,

and the difficulties which have had to be over-

come. With the former these could be talked

over as they arose, and from time to time

alterations could be made in the mechanical

construction of the instruments, and the prin-

ciples on which they have been designed could

be revised, so as to take advantage of fresh

experiences and criticisms.

With regard to articles upon the subject

there has been much intelligent appreciation

of the views put forward, and but little of the

hostility which usually greets a new departure.

It was quite inevitable that there should be

some misconceptions, both as to the theories

advanced and the results to be achieved ; but

by reprinting portions of some of the articles

that have appeared the opportunity is afforded

of clearing away some of these misunderstand-

ings, and I therefore propose to adopt this

course.

Before doing so, however, it may be as well

once more to state the position claimed for

colour-music.
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The first and most important contention I

have put forward has been, and still is, that

there is a broad general resemblance between

the effect produced upon the mind and the

emotions by colour and by musical sounds.

Going further, I, with many others, consider

that with both colour and sound this general

resemblance in emotional effect is largely

dependent upon proportion and contrast

coupled with harmony and dissonance, that

this makes the general analogy still closer, and

that there are other important points of re-

semblance. Whether, or how far, the physical

analogy between the spectrum-band and the

octave holds good or has its counterpart in

sensation, is, it may once again be said, a

secondary matter and one open to question,

but on broad lines I submit that the deeper

points of resemblance between the effects

of colour and musical sounds upon us are

so strong that they cannot be disputed by

any unprejudiced person, though the support

of this contention must depend to a great

extent upon actual experiment and demon-

stration, and it is unavoidable that the ques-
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tion should be complicated by variations in

individual capabilities of receiving emotional

impressions, either from music or from colour.

Quite apart from any resemblance to or

dependence upon music, a mobile colour art

has a raison d'etre and firm and solid founda-

tions upon which it can be built up, as already

contended elsewhere.

Returning now to the main subject of this

chapter, the first impressions received from

colour-music are as a rule those of the varying

beauty of the colour itself, with which for the

time being the eye is satisfied, without the

mind attempting to analyse the sequences of

colour or to inquire whether any method is

behind the effects produced.

This would seem to correspond to the stage

in the appreciation of music in which all that is

demanded is something pleasant to the ear,

and in which an untrained auditor is unable

to take in the details or the deeper musical

significance of a serious work.

The next step is usually that of the recog-

nition of colour phrases, of the repetition of

these in varied form, and of there being a
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Turning for the moment from the results of

actual experiment to outside criticisms, it has

been asserted that one difficulty with which

colour-music has to deal is, that the eye is in-

capable of appreciating changes of colour as

rapid as the changes of tone which occur in

music. If this were so, it would merely be

an argument against the direct translation of

rapid sound-music compositions into colour-

music. The art of mobile colour does not,

however, make such translations or adaptations

one of its chief objects, and it might, in fact,

abandon them altogether and yet leave its

main purposes untouched.

It is, moreover, demonstrable that, so

far from the eye being unable to appreciate

changes as rapid as those which the ear can

follow, its capacity is much greater in this

respect. In photography it is found im-

possible to design a shutter so rapid in its

action as to enable the most sensitive photo-

graphic plate to seize the image of some

very rapidly moving bodies. These are there-

fore sometimes exposed in the dark, and

illuminated for an infinitesimal portion of
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a second by an electric spark of a duration

far shorter than that of any musical note. If

we take two such electric sparks of different

colours and allow them to appear in a

darkened space, the eye will, notwithstanding,

be perfectly capable of distinguishing between

their respective colours. No musical note at

all approaches an electric spark as to its short-

ness of duration, and therefore the whole

contention as to the inferiority of the eye in

this respect falls to the ground. This, how-

ever, should be frankly admitted, namely, that

rapid colour changes are at first fatiguing, and

that to appreciate them in colour-music re-

quires some training and experience. At first

there is a sensation of dazzle, but, as previously

stated, this gradually disappears, and is after a

time, with most people, entirely lost. So much

so is this the case that, as pointed out, the

preference for slow compositions soon gives

place to the desire for more and more rapid

ones.

A difficulty that occurred to the mind of

a musical critic was that in music the high

notes, namely those of rapid vibrations, are
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cheerful and light ; while to him the more

pleasing and exhilarating colours, such as red,

have the lowest vibrations. In reply it may

be said that this is a purely personal im-

pression and cannot be taken as a normal one.

In the construction of the forms of colour-

organ provided with a keyboard, the upper

octaves are paler and lighter than the lower

ones. If, therefore, there is anything in the

contention that cheerfulness and light are

intimately associated, that association is taken

account of in the arrangement of the colour

scale in these instruments. But, as a matter

of fact, few people would agree with this critic

in thinking that low-toned reds such as are

found at the red end of the spectrum-band

are the most cheerful colours. Nothing is

much more cheerful and exhilarating than the

strong or opalescent blue of the sky or of

many flowers.

With regard to this point, in the careful

researches which have been carried out in

Germany as to the relatively pleasant effect

of different colours upon the eye, satisfactory

results could of course only be obtained by
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taking averages from a large number of people,

and in the present stage of education, or rather

of ignorance, with regard to colour it is quite

impossible to found any arguments upon iso-

lated instances of preference for individual

colours, or, even taking a wider view, upon

those attaching to one end of the colour scale

or the other.

Another critic who evidently felt the initial

difficulty of appreciating rapid colour changes

wrote in an excellent article upon the subject :

" For those—and they are many—who love

colour for its own sake, the new art seems

to offer endless possibilities of pleasure, and

their only grief will be that each beautiful

colour is only seen for a short moment before

it is succeeded by another." He went on to

say that, " though the training of the last few

thousand years or so has enabled us to detect

tune in sound, we are as yet unable to detect

it in colour." We have already discussed

rapidity of change and its advantages, and with

regard to " tune " it may be said that a

melody is nothing more than a pleasing suc-

cession of notes arranged in some rhythmical
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order, some shorter, some longer, some plea-

sant in sequence, some less so. In colour

it is quite possible to have the same kind

of arrangement, and many persons can, even

at first sight, receive pleasure from such a

colour phrase or melody, and can remember it

perfectly. Both the power of recalling it and

the pleasure of seeing it are, of course, rapidly

increased by education of the eye, and it is

quite true that it may need a long period of

time for average audiences to gain an appre-

ciation of colour-music at all equal to that

they now have of sound. This is, however,

not an argument against the art, but rather

one in favour of giving increased opportuni-

ties for studying it. The writer went on to

say that he fails to see how emotion can be

awakened " unless a distinct faculty for appre-

ciating tune is developed " ; but in colour,

just as in music, experiment shows that an

emotional impression can be produced even

by a sequence of two or three notes, and it

is probable that colour is much more inde-

pendent of definite melody or tune than is

music.
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Turning from tune to form, some of those

whose impressions of mobile colour effects I

have tested experimentally feel in the first in-

stance a certain uneasiness when form—that

is to say, a space of colour of a definite and

distinctive shape—is entirely absent. Seeing

colour they seem instinctively to demand form

also, though in a short time the desire for

it lessens and finally disappears. This is but

what might be expected. We are accustomed

to associate colour with the shapes of objects,

and at first it surprises and somewhat puzzles

us to see it separated from them and presented

to us for its own sake. Then after a time,

having our attention confined to colour alone,

we begin to appreciate it more and more, and

to realize how beautiful and impressive it may

be apart from any form whatever.

But this initial difficulty has to be faced

and will always recur at first, and we must

not only be prepared for it with those who

are new spectators, but also with the larger

number of persons who only hear or read

descriptions of colour-music. How, they ask,

can colour be interesting without form ? And
'39
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all that can be said is that actual experience of

it is the only satisfactory reply to the question.

It would seem that what really take the

place of the additional interest which form

gives to fixed or stationary colour are the

elements of change and of rhythm which a

mobile colour system introduces.

The increase in the desire for rapid changes

contrasting with slower ones, already several

times referred to, seems to point to this con-

clusion, and form, in the sense in which the

musician uses the word in speaking of a

musical composition, gradually enters into or

attaches itself to the colour in the mind of the

spectator.

There will always be a certain number of

people who perhaps having little natural liking

either for music or for colour—or who, caring

much for music, have little feeling for other

forms of art—will ask whether mobile colour

has any " practical objects," or whether it can

be turned to any " practical use." They ask

this in all sincerity and with no desire to be

hypercritical. The question has, to a certain

extent, already been dealt with, but may be
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answered rather more fully here. The art of

mobile colour stands in the same kind of

relation to the practical side of life as music

or painting occupy. It cannot actually pro-

duce a pattern for a fabric or a subject for

a picture, but it can stimulate and develop the

senses and faculties upon which the ability

to design in colour depends ; and better than

this, it can bring a new source of interest and

refreshment as well as a refining influence into

lift, just as music has done.

Any art that develops the faculties which

enable mankind better to enjoy and appreciate

the infinite beauty of nature is worth culti-

vating, and it is impossible to say to what its

study may lead, or for what useful purposes

it may not ultimately be turned to account.

One or two writers, in referring to my early

lectures on the subject, whilst admiring the

beauty of the colour effects produced, and ad-

mitting the plea for the development of a mobile

colour art, were nevertheless of opinion that it

should not be associated with music. Their

grounds appeared to be, firstly, that they did

not admit closeness of the musical analogy in
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some respects—a point I have fully dealt with

elsewhere—and that they considered it un-

necessary to associate colour with music in

order to enhance and increase the emotional

influence of the latter upon the hearers or

spectators.

This view is based upon a misapprehension.

I have never asserted or thought that all, or

even most, forms of music would gain by

being associated with or accompanied by mo-

bile colour. My contention has been, and

still is, that mobile colour, if not always used

as a separate art, may with advantage be asso-

ciated with music in compositions in which

each gives and sacrifices something in order to

produce a combined art, and occasionally also

may be used as an addition to already existing

musical works, which seem to allow of this.

There is a very obvious precedent for this in

opera, in which the musical score sacrifices

something to the words and action, and, on the

other hand, the latter concede a good deal to

the music, so that a co-partnership is estab-

lished of mutual benefit. I think upon reflec-

tion it will be admitted that there is a good
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deal to be said for a similar co-partnership

between colour and musical sound.

Another of the writers referred to made a

curious criticism. He said :
" Music is abso-

lutely an art of proportion, the charm of a

chord consisting of the proportions to one

another of vibration of its component notes.

A quick ear always feels a note as a vibrating

tone and can soon be trained to detect the

different components of simple chords. Does

any painter, even the most competent, recog-

nize vibration as part of colour ? Could he

resolve a compound colour with certainty into

its components, saying at once which of these

components was quickest in vibration ? Can

our enjoyment of colour be shown in any way

to be due to a sense of vibration ?
" To this

it may be replied that in every picture, in

every decorative design, in every colour

pattern, the question of proportion of the

colour tints and the colour masses enters, and

also that any artist can determine almost at a

glance what are the tints and what are the

pigments, and the degrees of strength which

build up any given space of colour in a picture.
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As to vibration in colour, a whole school of

painters endeavour to express their sense of

the vibratory origin of colour by technical

processes which emphasize it, so much so that

some few have even called themselves Vibra-

tionists.

A certain number of criticisms resolve

themselves into various forms of expressed

doubt as to whether the asserted analogy

between colour and music holds good at all

points. In the previous chapters of this book

I have entered somewhat fully into this ques-

tion ; but it may be here restated once more

that I do not consider the analogy to be a

close one in every respect, however certain

and important it may be in others. If it were

precisely similar at all points, there would, in

fact, be less to be said for the development of

this new form of art. If colour were completely

analogous or identical in its effects upon our

minds to those produced by music, there would

be little advantage in using it for such an

art. But it appeals to another sense capable

of stimulating similar emotions upon which

an art somewhat resembling music can be built
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up—but arousing other interests, developing

other faculties, and opening up other possi-

bilities.

The disinclination of some to allow that

colour should be put into partnership with

music has already been referred to ; but there

arc others, again, who seem to feel that the chief

emotional use for mobile colour will be in

illustration and emphasis of musical composi-

tions. It has nevertheless been asserted by

one writer that, though this association of the

two arts seems desirable, " the eye can grasp

but an octave of colour, while the more deli-

cate and complex ear possesses some ten

thousand fibres, each vibrating in sympathy

with the musical note. The pitch and inten-

sity of a sound may be arbitrarily represented

in colour, but what about the qualities of

tone ? This third attribute of a note or

chord finds something wanting in the sister

science.'*

In reply to this, it may be said again that,

as a matter of fact, the number of tints ap-

preciable by the eye exceeds by hundreds of

thousands, perhaps millions, the number of
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tones appreciable by the ear. It is quite true

that there is only one octave of colour, but

the intercombination between the component

colours of that octave in the vast ranges of

tones they possess, gives us the almost endless

variety of colours which we see in nature and

in art, whereas it is scientifically demonstrated

that the tones appreciable by the ear are not at

all comparable in their number to these. ^

The second objection as to quality of tone

in music not being represented in colour opens

up an interesting point. Timbre in music

is produced by the admixture, greater or less,

of harmonics with the ground-note which is

being sounded ; or with each of the notes

composing a chord. If the vibrations of air

producing a given note are recorded by an

optical curve by means of a suitable instru-

ment, with a needle attached to a sensitive

diaphragm which traces it upon a smoked

glass, these harmonics clearly show themselves

as small notches or wave crests upon the main

line of the pulsations of the diaphragm, being

1 See reference to this in the chapter upon the psychology

of the subject.
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as it were the ripples upon the surface of a

wave.

In colour we have, as a matter of fact,

somewhat similar harmonic interruptions. If a

particular colour is taken, say a general tone

of rose colour, and its texture is broken up

by slight tendencies to violet, to warmer red

or to orange, an effect is produced upon the

eye which may be said to be analogous to that

o^ timbre m music. An absolutely pure colour

thrown upon the screen, or made visible in

some other way, may be taken from one point

upon the spectrum-band, and will then corre-

spond to an absolutely pure musical note

without harmonics. But nearly the same

colour sensation, though an enhanced one as

to beauty and interest, may be produced by

slightly altering the original ground tint and

breaking into it with almost imperceptible

streaks, dots, mottlings, or texture-producing

marks of other divergent colours, in such

a way as to give the same general impression

as did the original colour yet with a different

texture. This in pigments is a process well

known to the artist, and he relies upon it for
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some of his most beautiful colour effects.

Timbre in music corresponds, in fact, somewhat

nearly to " quality " or texture produced by

harmonious or divergent tints in the case of

colour.
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CHAPTER XIV

SOME FURTHER REMARKS AND SOME PAST

PROPOSALS

TN various articles which have appeared upon

colour-music reference has been made to

cases of what are commonly called " colour-

hearing"; that is to say, to instances of

persons who, on hearing a given note or a

particular phrase in music, always have a

strong mental impression of a particular colour

or set of colours. Cases of this kind are

established facts, and have been referred to

again and again by various well-known philo-

sophic writers and psychologists, amongst

others by Locke and Nussbaum. Little

attempt has, however, been made to tabulate

or systematize them, and no writer upon the

subject, so far as I am aware, has yet shown

that for the same notes similar colour-imag-

inings or sensations are aroused in various
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people. It would seem rather that the colours

suggested are more or less arbitrary, or perhaps

derived from some obscure associations, and

therefore the subject has not much interest

for the student of colour-music except in one

important respect, namely, as a further piece

of circumstantial evidence of there being some

closeness of origin or common foundations in

the senses and in the brain upon which, as it

were, the emotional or psychological influences

of colour and sound are based.

These associations of certain colours with

certain sounds may perhaps have given the first

impulse to some of the ideas as to a possible

relationship between colour and music to which

occasional reference may be found in early

literature. Probably the earliest suggestion

of an analogy (as distinguished from the possi-

bility of a separate art) was made by Aristotle

in the following passage :

" Colours may mutually relate like musical

concords for their pleasantest arrangement ;

like those concords mutually proportionate."

The idea of an independent colour art some-
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what analogous to that ofmusic has also crossed

a few minds at intervals during the past cen-

turies. Since some of my earlier experiments

I have made diligent search in the British

Museum and elsewhere for any records of

these ideas, but literary evidence of them is

very sparse, and it is only within comparatively

recent times that there have been more than

very fragmentary or obscure allusions to the

subject.

The first account I can discover of an

attempt to give practical form to the conception

of a colour art occurs in the following dis-

jointed description, written from the somewhat

amusingly hostile musical standpoint of the

time :

" Lewis Bertrand Castel, a Jesuit of

Montpellier, whose ' Physical System ' ranks

amongst the best philosophical works of the

early part of the eighteenth century, studied

vision and the nature of colours, as blended or

contrasted with each other, till his imagination

getting the better of his understanding he

confounded the eye with the ear and associated

the harmony of tints with that of sounds.
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Infatuated with this idea, he invented what he

called an Ocular Harpsichord, which was strung

with coloured tapes instead of wires, and being

placed in a dark room, when the keys were

touched the transparent tapes, which re-

spectively corresponded with them, became

visible ; and the various successions and com-

binations of colours, consequent to this opera-

tion, produced effects on the sight, which his

fancy assimilated to the impressions made on

the ear by melody and harmony.'* ^

After this curious attempt to show a

correlation the subject seems to have again

dropped into obscurity.

Coming to more recent speculations, an

interesting book upon Sound and Colour was

published by Dr. G. D. Macdonald, f.r.s.,

and there exists a pamphlet by the late Lady

Archibald Campbell entitled Rainbow Music

^

or the Philosophy of Harmony in Colotir Grouping,

She employed what she considered to be the

analogy between the octave and the rainbow

for suggestions for the decoration of a room

* Assimilation of Colours to Musical Soundsy by Dr. Bushby.

Published 1825.
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for which, amongst other materials, to obtain

her colour combinations, she used coloured

shells.

Professor J. Perry's experiments in Japan

have also already been referred to. He and

Prof. Ayrton designed an apparatus for deter-

mining the effects produced by a spot or spots

of coloured light made to move in lines or

curves upon a screen.^

The following remarkable forecast in refer-

ence to a possible mobile colour art, which

appeared in the Rev. H. R. Haweis's Music

and Morals^ was brought to my attention when

completing my first experiments :

" Colour now stands in the same kind of

relation to the painter's art as sound amongst

the Greeks did to the art of the gymnast.

But just as we speak of the classic age as

a time long before the era of real music, so

by and by posterity may allude to the present

age as an age before the colour-art was known
—an age in which colour had not yet developed

into a language of pure emotion, but was

1 If any further experiments by others should have taken

place, particulars of these would be welcomed by me.
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simply used as an accessory to drawing, as

music was once to bodily exercise and rhythmic

recitation. And here I will express my con-

viction that a colour-art exactly analogous to

the sound-art of music is possible, and is

amongst the arts which have to be traversed

in the future, as sculpture, architecture, paint-

ing, and music have been in the past. Nor
do I see why it should not equal any of these

in the splendour of its results and variety of its

applications. Had we but a system of colour-

notation which would as intensely and instan-

taneously connect itself with every possible

tint, and possess the power of combining

colours before the mind's eye, as a page of its

music combines sounds through the eye to the

mind's ear—had we but instruments, or some

appropriate art mechanism, for rendering such

colour-notation into real waves of colour before

the bodily eye, we should then have actually

realized a new art, the extent and grandeur of

whose developments it is simply impossible to

estimate. . . . But what a majestic symphony

might not be played with such orchestral

blazes of incomparable hues 1 What delicate

melodies composed of single floating lights,

changing and melting from one slow intensity
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to another through the dark, until some tender

dawn of opal from below might perchance

receive the last fluttering pulse of ruby flame,

and prepare the eye for some new passage of

exquisite colour ! Why should we not go

down to the palace of the people and assist

at a real colour prelude or symphony, as we

now go down to hear a work by Mozart or

Mendelssohn?"^

The colour organ and allied mobile colour

instruments have, to some extent at least,

realized the hopes expressed. It should be

added that Mr. Haweis afterwards took a

keen interest in the results obtained, and his

death deprived the new art of a strong sup-

porter and eloquent champion of its claims.

Shortly after one of my first demonstrations

of colour- music, an article of considerable

interest, by Mr. William Schooling, appeared

in The ChQneteenth Century^ to which the editor

added a footnote stating that it had been in

his hands for a year or two. Mr. Schooling's

views, therefore, were formed quite inde-

pendently of my own, and are consequently

^ Music and Morals y p. 32.
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the more valuable in support of the general

theory of a mobile colour art, though, as I

had been carrying out experimental work for

some years previously, and had discussed

various points involved with many friends, it

is not impossible that some of these may have

reached the writer through indirect channels.

Mr. Schooling asked the following questions

:

^ " Is it possible to create an art that shall

appeal to us in a kindred way to music, and to

educate our perceptions so that we may ap-

preciate the melody and harmony of sound ?

The analogy of colour to sound is one con-

sideration that may lead us to think that we

can perhaps answer * Yes.' Objectively, and

as a matter of physical science, the two are so

far alike that both are wave-motions, though

of different kinds ; the pitch of a sound and

the colour of a light are both dependent on

the number of vibrations ; violet light and

high notes result from frequent vibrations

;

red light and low notes from comparatively

few vibrations, and probably, though not of

necessity, they would arouse similar sensations.

1 Reprinted by kind permission of the proprietor of the

Nineteenth Century and Jfter,
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The thunder of a storm might conceivably

be represented by low notes and red colour,

the lightning by high notes and violet light.

"The range of audible sound comprises

about eleven octaves, the range of musical

sound about seven ; the range of visible light

is less than one octave ; the range of artistic

colour may perhaps be less, as in the case of

sound ; but the seemingly narrow limits of

colour to less than one octave is more verbal

than real, for if we consider that the limits

of musical sound lie between 40 and 4000
vibrations in a second, while the limits of

visible light lie between 460 millions of mil-

lions and 680 millions of millions in the

same time, it would seem probable that a

larger number of colours and tints could

be appreciated by the eye than notes by

the ear, and that, therefore, the variation pro-

ducible by combination of colours is greater

than the variations possible by musical com-

bination into chords, while the change from

tint to tint could be incomparably more gradual

and delicate than the change from note to

note. But how far it would be possible or

desirable to have scales of colour starting

from different points and with intervals
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between the tints or colours, dependent on

certain proportions between their respective

vibrations, I am not prepared to guess."

Mr. Schooling went on to describe a

possible colour-music instrument in the follow-

ing terms :

"The first to suggest itself is naturally a

series of vacuum tubes or vacuous chambers

that could be had in any desired variety, that

could be illuminated in succession or com-

bination by the use of a keyboard, on playing

the notes on which the electric current would

pass through different tubes. Contacts would

be made so easily that the most elaborate

chords or combinations of colours could be

played with the utmost simplicity, and the

intensity of the light, corresponding to the

loudness of sound, could be varied, as In a

piano, by using a pedal to alter the Intensity

of the current, so causing the tubes to shine

with a brilliant light or to glow In the softest

of hues."

I think some Interesting results might be

obtained with an instrument of the kind sug-

gested, though so far as 1 know none has
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been constructed ; but by its means separate

colours only, or at most groups of separate

colours, could be produced and not compound

tints, which would greatly limit its range.

Any fresh proposals, however, as to new prin-

ciples for the construction of colour-music

instruments are to be welcomed. The points

raised by Mr. Schooling as to the wider scope

of a mobile colour art as compared with music

are of special interest, and the notes (see p. 173)

as to the immensely greater sensitiveness of

the visual nerves as compared with the aural

give much support to these contentions.
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CHAPTER XV

COLOUR-MUSIC AND PSYCHOLOGY

CO far as men of science are concerned it

is quite clear that it is to the psychologist

that colour-music, or any form of mobile

colour art, will be especially interesting ; and

it is chiefly to the psychologist that we must

look for assistance in analysing the impres-

sions which are produced by colour-music.

To Dr. William Brown, of King's College,

London, I am much indebted for assistance

in exploring the psychological outlook, up to

the present time, upon colour and its sensory

and emotional influences ; and in view of his

valuable contributions to psychological science

the note in this book to which his name is

attached will, I am sure, be read with interest.

The physicist can tell us much that is valu-

able as to the constitution of light, the pro-

duction of colour, the rate of vibration in the
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luminiferous ether which corresponds to a

given colour, the points of resemblance and

dissimilitude between colour and sound, and

various other matters of the highest import-

ance.

The biologist can take us a step further

and help us to understand the action of light

upon the nerve terminations of the retina

behind the lenses of the eye, and he can

follow the tremulous air waves of music for

us up to the point of their impingement upon

the basilar membrane of the ear, and perhaps

even a little further. But the object of colour-

music is to make an appeal to the mind and

the emotions, to the mental sense of colour,

and to its intellectual or emotional effects

upon us ; and when we come to these ques-

tions we have to part company with the

physicist and the biologist and enter the

domain of psychology.

As a matter of fact, up to within the last

few years psychology has unfortunately in-

vestigated the subject but little. One may

almost say that the emotional effects of colour

are only just beginning to be studied, and it
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is one of my hopes that colour-music will

give a new impulse to further investigations,

and to obtaining additional records of experi-

mental facts upon which we may be able to

build in the future.

There are many questions which careful

psychological experiment might be able to

answer for us, such, for instance, as

—

(i) How far similar colours affect the

majority of people in a similar way? This

investigation has been commenced in Germany

by Professor Exner, but only with regard to

single colours. As I have already mentioned,

he experimented upon a large number of

people, chiefly as to their choice of what they

considered the most beautiful colours, and

upon some points he obtained great unanimity

of opinion. But he discovered, and quite

frankly admits, that contrasts of adjacent

colour at once upset most of his conclusions.

This brings us to another important ques-

tion for psychologists, and one which I would

venture to suggest for their further considera-

tion, namely

—

(2) What are the influences of contrast in
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colour, what are the normal or average limits

of agreeableness in contrasts, what are those

of discordancy, and what, on the other hand,

are those of harmony ?

On these points individual opinions are of

little value. Experiments must be spread over

a large number of persons of varying educa-

tion, and perhaps also of race, and the hasty

conclusions which have been arrived at by

many writers upon colour theories should

from the outset be re-examined and the

whole question considered anew.

Some past theories with regard to colour,

such, for instance, as Goethe's, and even those

of great experimentalists like Young and

Helmholtz, have had a cramping influence

upon psychological investigation, valuable as

have been many of their contentions or sug-

gestions in other respects.

An entirely new set of questions for the

psychologist are, in addition, opened up by

the introduction of the elements of time and

rhythm into colour, which it is now possible

to study by means of colour-music instru-

ments. Such questions, for instance, as

—
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(3) What counterpart does rhythm in music

find in colour ?

(4) Does education of the colour sense by

means of the rhythm introduced by colour-

music tend to evolve an increased demand

for colour rhythm in the majority of persons ?

(5) Can rhythm in colour be with advantage

more complex than in music ?

Other interesting points for consideration

are :

(6) Upon what conditions do tragic, pa-

thetic, and joyful emotions evoked by colour

depend, and do they upon broad lines coin-

cide in different people with similar colour

effects ?

Dr. W. Brown is of opinion that music

creates a set of emotions different from and

apart from our ordinary emotional experiences,

and evolved, as it were, in a higher plane of

our consciousness. He agrees with me in

thinking that these, though different in charac-

ter from what may be called normal emotions,

nevertheless assist in stimulating the latter,

and it seems probable to me that the same

view holds good with regard to colour-music
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effects, and that indefinable emotions are pro-

duced as well as those to which we can put

some sort of name. It is probable that if

this is true, part of the stimulating, helpful,

or restful effect of music is dependent upon

these super-emotions as we might call them,

and this opens up a most interesting field of

inquiry.

There are many other points which might

be suggested as suitable for psychological

study and investigation, with the help of a

mobile colour art. Meanwhile, it may be in-

teresting to give a few short extracts from

psychological writers who have dealt with

colour.

In Music—its Laws and Evolution^ by the

eminent French scientific author. Monsieur

Combarieu, the following passage occurs

:

" We will point this out by taking for a brief

comparison two given realms—music and

light. The two senses to which they corre-

spond, the eye and the ear, alone receive

impressions which systematize themselves into

a work of art. Smell, taste, and feeling,

though susceptible to the highest education,
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and in no way limited to a utilitarian part,

have not given rise to creations of a truly

aesthetic character. To show the analogy

between sound and light, music and colours,

will be to realize, on an essential point, the

problem of harmony we have traced out."

This is a portion of an argument in favour

of the unity or similarity of action of colour

and sound upon us, and the writer goes on to

say :
" Are the two senses of hearing and of

sight formed by the same evolution and by a

similar process ? This is what the facts of

history would seem to affirm."

So far as physiological investigations have

been made upon points of analogy between the

action of colour and sound upon us, they

would seem to support very strongly the

general contention of the analogy being a

close one.

With regard to the question of the effect of

rhythm in colour, some very valuable experi-

ments have been made by Dr. B. Berliner,

which he records in his work Der Ansteig der

reinen Farbenerregung in Sehorgan. He there

states that "a rhythmic movement or repeti-
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tion of colours in varying intensities produces

the maximum effect of sensation upon the

optic nerve, and hence upon the mind." This

I have found to be corroborated by experi-

ments in colour-music.

The same writer considers that he has

proved that various colours have similar

degrees of power in exciting particular sensa-

tions even under varying conditions of light-

ness or darkness of the colours.

Other experiments upon this question have

also been carried out by the psychologist

Arthur Mitzscherling.^

Before accepting these conclusions as to

the effect of degrees of lightness or darkness,

we should have to understand exactly what

the experimenter means by sensations. Re-

sults obtained from colour-music would seem

to show that lightness or darkness has a great

deal to do with the impressions obtained from

given colours.

Elsewhere reference has been made to one

great difficulty which at once presents itself in

* Die Farbert" Kurven bet Reduktion auf gleuhen Heilig'

keit.
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comparing a musical note with its correspond-

ing colour upon the spectrum-band when

similarly divided, in that the whole construc-

tion of the diatonic scale is very arbitrary, and

that it is inevitable that any colour scale must

also be so to some extent.

In reference to the diatonic scale and the use

of musical precedents for mobile colour pur-

poses, the following remarks by Dr. Max
Meyer in a paper on Elements of a Psychological

Theory of Melody are of interest as showing

the dissatisfaction which many feel as to the

non-scientific and unrepresentative character of

the diatonic scale in music. After remarking

that there are plenty of books on musical

theories written by professional musicians,

physicists, physiologists, and others—but that

in his opinion the psychological laws upon

which music is founded have not yet been

determined—he goes on to say :
" The wrong

path, much frequented, which inevitably leads

back to the starting-point, is the adoption of

the theory that the basis of all music is the so-

called diatonic scale, represented by the num-

bers 24, 27, 30, 32, '}^(i, 40,45,48. . . . This
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so-called diatonic scale which is the basis of all

discussions in Helmholtz's Tonempfindungen

was introduced into the modern theory of

music by Zarlino in 1558. It was accepted

by Rameau in his Traite de rHarmonie^ 1721.

According to Rameau (and Helmholtz) no

numbers play any part in music except i, 2, 3,

4, 5, and 6. This is certainly not a law

derived inductively from observed facts, but

a dogma, because one may, as Poole rightly

states, very easily observe that the 7 acts

psychologically in a way corresponding to the

action of 2, 3, and 5 ; whereas, indeed, with

other prime numbers, as 11, 13, etc., this is

not the case. . . . There can be no doubt that

the tempered scale cannot be made the basis of

a theory of music, that theoretic conclusions

drawn from considerations regarding the inter-

val of the tempered scale have no scientific

foundation. A scientific theory of music can

only be a theory describing the laws of music

performed in just intonation, but in just

intonation that really is to be called 'just,' not

in that seemingly just intonation of Helmholtz,

which—as can be proved by experiment—does
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not deserve this name.** This dissatisfaction

with the diatonic scale and its inconclusive

construction, as already said, complicates the

whole question of similarity between the two

scales.

Schopenhauer in Die Welt ah fVille und Vor-

stellung fully recognizes the immensely important

position which colour occupies, or ought to

occupy, in relation to human life and civili-

zation, and develops his views in many eloquent

passages ; but he naturally regards the whole

question from the philosophic and not from the

practical point of view.

Some interesting observations have been made

by E. Bullough in The Perception Problem in the

^Esthetic Appreciation of Single Colours, but they

are mostly too abstruse to be of much assist-

ance in attacking the questions to which a

mobile colour art gives rise. As a matter of

fact, many of these break entirely new ground,

and special investigations are required to ex-

plore them.

To sum up. Psychology has only just

begun to explore the emotional effects of

colour, but in the main its conclusions, so far
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as they go, are highly favourable to the

general theory of colour-music and tend to

support the contentions that a mobile colour

art has serious and important claims upon our

attention.
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APPENDIX

npHE following comparative table of visual and

auditory sensations will be of interest as showing

some of the points of resemblance and difference

between these. It also opens up further questions

for future investigation.

COMPARATIVE TABLE OF VISUAL AND
AUDITORY SENSATIONS

Some Points of Resemblance and Difference

Visual Sensations Auditory Sensations

I. Physical stimulus, pro-

duced by transverse

I. Physical stimulus, pro-

duced by longitudinal

waves in the ether between waves in the air between

the limits of 440 billion limits of 20 and 22,000
vibrations per second and per second (varies in in-

770, approximately.

Change set up in the

sense-organs a chemical

one.

The vibration - fre-

dividuals).

Change set up in the

sense-organ—the basilar

membrane—is probably

physical.

Any audible wave-

quency of extreme violet

approaches twice that of

extreme red at the oppo-

frequency being doubled

comprises between these

extremes the musical

site end of the spectrum. sensations contained with-

in the octave.
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Visual Sensations

2. Hue, saturation, and

intensity are dependent

in the main upon wave-

length, wave-complexity,

and wave-amplitude re-

spectively.

Auditory Sensations

2. Pitch, timbre, and loud-

ness are dependent in

the main upon wave-
length, wave-complexity,

and wave-amplitude re-

spectively.

A series of greys ex-

tending from white to

black are due to a mix-

ture of rays of all wave-

lengths.

Non-neutral greys are

due to predominance of

some rays of particular

wave-lengths.

Noise, as distinguished

from musical tones, prob-

ably due to a mixture of

all tones.

Noises may differ in

pitch. This is due to pre-

dominance of certain

tones.

4. From a physiological

point of view well-

marked turning-points

in the spectrum are at

yellow, green, blue, and

red.

Salient points in the

musical scale—in order ot

closeness of physiological

relation to the funda-

mental tone—are octave,

fifth, fourth, major third,

minor third and sixth.

5. Colour mixtures or fusion

of colours.

5. Combination tones, in-

terruption tones, beats,

etc.

6. Simultaneous colour

contrast.

This occurs usually

when two or more
colours occupy visibly

separate spaces in prox-

imity to each other.

6. Tonal fusion, or the sen-

sation produced by a

number of notes in a

united chord or noise.

Ebbingham follows

Stumpf in considering

that it is a characteristic
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Visual Sensations Auditory Sensations

But it may also occur

when these spaces are so

small as to be separately

indistinguishable, as in

the case of many colours

in flowers or insects, or

in three-colour photo-

graphic processes, and

this would seem to corre-

spond to some extent to

tonal fusion, i.e. a num-
ber of notes combined

in a chord.

peculiarity of hearing

that it is possible to dis-

tinguish individual tones

in a combination—"die

allgemeine Fahigkeit eine

objectiv zugleich vorhan-

dene Mehrzahl vonTcinen

auch subjecktiv als eine

solche zu erkennen."

But this distinction

seems somewhat artificial,

the real difference being

that whereas the con-

stituent tones do not

occupy separate spaces,

in the case of contrasting

colours they must do so.

7. Successive colour con-

trast—including " after

images." (Successive

contrast is an important

feature of colour-music).

7. Less marked than in

colour, but as to "after-

images " a similar effect

probably occurs in the

realm of sound, but of very

short duration. The ques-

tion has yet to be explored.

If the spectrum and the octave be divided into

similar intervals in accordance with the diatonic scale,

the following table shows the approximate frequencies

of relative vibration and the relative colours corre-

sponding to each note or interval. The verbal des-

cription of these colours is, however, of course an

inadequate and inaccurate one. Colours, like musical
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tones, cannot be properly described in words.

Greenish blue, for instance, may mean any one of

many thousand shades of the colour with varying

tendencies towards green and blue.

It is also nearly, if not quite, impossible to represent

pure spectrum colours by means of pigments. Any
diagrams in this book into which colour enters must

therefore, like the following table, be taken merely

as approximate statements.
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The subjoined quotations from articles upon

colour-music are inserted here for the following

reasons :

1. Because in the absence of ocular demonstration

for the majority of readers of this book, it seems well

to include some few descriptions of the effects pro-

duced upon entirely unprejudiced eyes and minds.

2. Because it affords an opportunity of making one

or two further replies to criticisms which it seems

fairer to quote verbatim.

In an article upon the subject, its author stated

that "the keynote of the new art" was "mobility

introduced into colour, enabling time, tone, and

rhythm to be expressed in modulations." The
keyboard of the colour-organ was described as

being " like a palette on which all the subtle grada-

tions of hue and tone are evolved but not fixed.

Fleeting and momentary as sounds, the whole gamut

of colour was thrown on to the screen in slow or

rapid successions in infinite combinations . . . and

in waves of intense and most lovely colour, the tints

blending and neutralizing each other, and presenting

subtle tones, taxing the eye to seize and follow them

;

now deepening into sombre hues, now passing into

infinitely delicate gradations, and now bursting into

full pure hues of surpassing beauty, the magic

evanescent colour flitting across the vision in in-

definable harmonies."

This is interesting as a description of the impres-

sions made upon an unprejudiced person unknown to

the author, who evidently belonged to those who,
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witnessing a demonstration of colour-music for the

first time without any special training for it or ex-

perience of its possibilities, are yet able at once to

appreciate and enjoy it.

In an article in The Times written after a demon-

stration of colour-music, after describing the effects

produced and remarking that the tints with which the

screen was filled were often very beautiful, the writer

went on to say that " there is perhaps force in the

suggestion that our eyes are not yet sufficiently prac-

tised to make us competent judges of colour as ex-

pressive of emotion ; but it may be remarked that

even were the physical analogy between sound and

colour complete—which it is far from being—it

does not follow that the emotional effects are

analogous."

This is, of course, perfectly true, and the analogy

has to be demonstrated. But to return to a question

already somewhat fully discussed, the physical anal-

ogy in view of very similar physiological action

through the nerves makes it probable that there

would be similar emotional effects, and following

upon this probability experiment shows this to a con-

siderable extent, at any rate, to be so.

The following are extracts from another article :

*' As concords and discords in proper relation and

succession build up a musical structure to the ear, so

they do to the eye. The trained ear anticipates certain

successions of harmonies, and is held in suspense until

the succession is completed. Likewise does the eye,

artistically vexed for the moment by certain dis-
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cordant combinations of colour, await in suspense the

concord which must artistically follow."

The writer concludes with the following remarks :

" Wherein the art differs from painting is, firstly, that

the colours in their concord or discord are not neces-

sarily associated with definite form. And, secondly,

that whilst any picture, once painted, remains fixed

in its single harmony of combination, the notes or

colours of the colour-music flow successively one into

the other, as if we could conceive a picture or a

colour design in which the group or multitude of

hues were constantly being replaced by others, under

government of the same intellectual laws which regu-

late the musical successions." ^

Many interesting articles have appeared on the Con-

tinent showing an intelligent appreciation of the sub-

ject, and the following curious extract from Le Temps,

written in a vivacious and somewhat figurative style,

may perhaps be read with interest

:

**Dans I'execution d'un morceau de musique, la

succession des couleurs repond a I'agilite du doigte et

au mouvement de la page ecrite ; ^instrument donnant

en tons la mesure, le rythme et Tharmonie du son.

** A la premiere rencontre c'est la surprise, un peu

I'eblouissement qui dominent; mais on s'habitue

bientot a discerner le coloris des maitres, a recon-

naitre la pourpre de Richard Wagner, le bleu celeste

de Mozart, les ors profonds et les rubis etincelants

que charrie Toeuvre de Saint-Saens ; et Ton con9oit

1 Yorkshire Post.
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peut-etre de la page entendue une impression plus

vive, plus facile et plus sincere.

" II en resulte que, grace au * colour-music,' on ne

doit pas desesperer d'arriver a donner une sensation

musicale a un sourd de naissance. L'inventeur ne pense

nullement que cette sensation soit jamais parfaite et

complete, mais il n'est pas douteux que la vue de ces

lumieres rythmees, furtives, vivantes, fasse naitre dans

les csprits mures aux sons des idees de cadence, de

mesure et un sentiment d'harmonie generale dont il

est facile de penetrer le sujet.

" Le prelude de Lohengrin n'a point la meme
* couleur ' qu'un refrain populaire. Longtemps

avant instrument dont nous nous occupons, la

critique musicale se servait vblontiers de ce mot
* couleur ' pour rendre des effets que sa technique

ne lui permettait pas d'exprimer avec une nettete

satisfaisante ; mais Herold—qui usait volontiers de

cette formule—ne soup9onnait pas sans doute que

quelque jour un instrument mathematique traduirait

cette couleur des maitres pour nous montrer tous les

soleils de la Crau dans * TArlesienne ' de Bizet, les

horizons du Sahara dans le * Desert' de Felicien

David, des blanchcurs de lis dans Gounod, des

paleurs d'aurore dans Leo Delibes, et des tempetes,

des gloires, des pourpres allumees, des embrasements

de batailles dans une phrase de la Marseillaise qui passe.

"Quel peut devenir I'utilite du 'colour-music'? . . .

C'est aux savants d'examiner, de mediter et de conclure.

Un premier pas a etc franchi dans une voie inexploree,

vers un but mysterieux."
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This article, written some time since, of course lays

far too much stress upon some of the experimental

" direct translations " of musical writers which were

then given, but as I have frequently explained, such

translations, founded as they must be upon musical and

colour scales, both of which are arbitrary although

they show strong points of resemblance and produce

very beautiful colour effects, are not the objective

of colour-music.

Music and Colour

Recent Works on the Psychology of Music

The following conclusions, quoted from a summary,

by W. B. Pillsbury, of papers read at the Fourth Con-

gress of Experimental Psychology at Innsbruck, in

April, 1910,^ are of interest in regard to some of the

points already discussed in the body of this book :

"W. Kohler presents a suggestive note on the

possibly discontinuous character of the tone qualities.

His experiments grew out of the tendency to refer a

vowel quality to certain pitches. In two subjects he

found that a note of about 265 v.d. was similar to u,

528 to 0, 1054 to a. The suggestion is that these

sounds have the same relation to the musical scale

that the primary colours have to the spectrum. In

answer to questions he asserted that there was a

quality lower than u that corresponds to the m sound,

and probably others still lower that give critical points

for sensational qualities as the vowel sounds do for

the upper notes."

^ From the Physiological Bulletin, Vol. VIII, pp. 210-11.
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Primitive Musical Scales

** Messrs. Stumpf and Hornbostle reported on the

results obtained from a study of the phonographic

records of primitive music that the psychological

institute at Berlin has been collecting. Prof. Stumpf

discusses two conclusions that have already been

reached. First the tendency to equal-interval scales

of five and seven tones, second the widespread use of

fifth and fourth relations in part songs. In the Java-

nese five-tone scale the notes are related f , the tones

of the seven-note Siamese scale as I. These prove

that the occidental scale is not the only relation that

may be used in music. Stumpf rejects Wundt's

suggestion that the scale has arisen from making the

diiferences in the blocks of the zylophone or metallo-

phone (the musical instruments used in Java) pro-

portionately equal, for observation of the blocks show

that they have been hollowed out in the course of

tuning. It is evident that the tuning is by the ear

rather than by the eye, and that the scales represent

a maximum of beauty to the natives. On the problem

of the harmonious relations of simultaneous tones, the

author reaches the result, that the intervals of the

octave, fourth, and fifth at first appeared by chance

among a large number of other relations, and

were selected and retained because they were the

more pleasant on account of the close approach to

the unison effect that makes the words more easily

appreciated. These are only preliminary to the many

results that may be expected from a careful study of

phonographic records of primitive and other music."
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The origin of and differences between musical

scales are of importance in any consideration of the

analogies between colour and music.

Origins of Polyphonic Music

V. Hornbostle suggests other ways in which poly-

phonic music might originate. The antiphonic parts

might easily overlap, first by chance, then be repeated

intentionally when the effect was found to be pleasant

;

or the use of falsetto that is found in primitive music

might, in singing with others, give a consonant effect

with the voices of others and be repeated through its

agreeableness. Possibly the interval of the major

second that is found among the Admiralty Islanders

might have been developed through the failure of

some voices to sing in unison. He also remarks on

the complexity of the rhythm and of the melodic

structure of primitive music.

The bearing of this upon Colour-Music

The history of the development of opinion amongst

certain races as to what colours can be harmoniously

combined would be of equal interest in connection

with colour-music problems.

If this variety of scale, founded upon varieties of

feeling, exists in music there is no cause for surprise

at some divergency of feeling with regard to har-

monious and discordant combinations in colour. A
mobile colour art may well assist in bringing about

more unanimity of opinion as to fundamental principles

of harmony, and by its means experimental tests can
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be applied with great case to large numbers of

persons and the results tabulated and analysed. Such

results may, and probably will, lead in the end to the

construction of new colour scales to which the

present forms of instrument could easily be adapted.

They would also serve as the basis for new forms of

mobile colour composition, and I have this object in

view in present experimental work.

Musical scales and compositions must be founded

more or less upon some general unanimity of opinion

and feeling, amongst those to whom music appeals, as

to what is beautiful in tone combinations and sequences

and what is unpleasant, and the knowledge of that

unanimity—which lies at the root of the art of the

musician—has only been gradually acquired. Thus
it must also be with colour. But it is only now—for

the first time in the history of the uses of colour—that

mobile colour instruments give a ready means of obtain-

ing similar points of unanimity.
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